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PREFACE
The investigation documented in this report constitutes part of the lunar
roving vehicle (LRV) research conducted by the Advanced Lunar Studies Team
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. This study was performed to develop and
provide a better understanding of mobility concepts on soft sloping terrains as
applied to LRVs.
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ABSTRACT
A general solution is given to the mobility performance problem of a
power-driven rigid cylindrical roller climbing a send-infinite soft soil slope
with unifornl \'elociiy. The roller axle is subjected to vertical and pull force
components. A gravitating, cohesive-frictional soil is considered. Its appli-
cation to lunar and planetary locomotion is emphasized. The mechanics of soil-
roller interaction is described and solved, considering stresses and velocities,
as a mixed boundary value problem. Kotter s quasi- static equilibrium equa-
(ions are connected to a plastic stress configuration satisfying Shield's velocity
conditions along the characteristic lines. Solutions of the equilibrium equa-
tions yield the driving torque. slip, sinkage, and soil-roller interface stresses.
DriFing power requirel11ents and thrust efficiency arc deternlined.
A general concept of safety factor against immobilization is introduced.
A conlputer progranl for the soil-wheel interaction perfornlance (SWIP) was
dn'eloped and limited applications of this theory to rigid wheel tests on hori-
zontal terrains indicate very reasonable agreenlent. The nlethod is also
applied to the Apollo and Lunokhod-l lunar roving vehicle wheels. Part I, as
published. presents the basic and necessary conditions satisfying the linliting
equilibrium and velocity equations. Part II, to be published separately, will
TJro\'ide the concepts of sufficiency asserting the completeness of a given solu-
tion and the conlputer progranl.
1. SUMMARY
The use of wheeled roving vehicles in future
lunar and planetary explorations will require con-
sideration of two technical problems: (I) th" ex-
p"nse and difficulty of perforl11ing lunar soil sur-
face tests to derive experirnental coefficients
which definc soil-wheel performance, and (2) the
lack of the basic fundamentals and experimental
brtckground to predict either on a theoretical or
el11pirical basis the 111echanics of lightly loaded
rolling devices on soft horizontal or sloping
terrains.
This ~tucly presents a n1ethod of solution to
the two-dinwnsional problenl of a power-c!riv,'n
long and rigid cylindrical roller nlOving up a gen-
erally sloping soil surface with unifornl velocity.
The roller axle is subjected to the combined action
of a driving torque, a vertical load, and a pull
force parallel to the terrain sloIJt·. All practical
ranges of soil nH'chanical properties are con-
sider<'d for either lunar or earth- based soils, in-
cluding ~oil friction, cohesion, and gravitational
effects.
In principle, the soil-roller interaction study,
as wO\lld on" for a wheel, points to two basic as-
pects. On,' corresponds to the oper'ltional condi-
tions of a roller whose mobility is always guaran-
teed. particularly for low contact pressures and
reduced sinkage. In this case, the design ohjective
for lnobility is rnainly concerned with an efficiency
optinli'l,ation problen1. The other aspect relates
to the particular limiting state in which irnl1lObili-
'I,ation OCCllrs when the soil thrust capacity has
been reach"d due to the con1bined action of soil
weight and applied roller loads. In this case, a
nlargin of safety against in1n1Obili"ation. rather
than efficiency, constitutes the constraint design
factor.
This study indicates that the soil-roller solu-
tion represents, to a reasonable degree. a
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satisfactory basis for estin1ating the perfornlance
of rigid wheels under similar driving conditions.
This is particularly true when the soil-wheel con-
tact pressure level is low and the soil failure pat-
tern develops rnainly in the fore- aft direction
rather than in a lateral mode. This characteristic
is expected to occur predolninantly for vehicle
IOCOll1otion on the lunar surface, as evidenced
fron1 a photograph of wheel tracl,s left by the
Soviet Lunokhod- I (Fig. 3 of Rd. 1), Obviously,
the soil-roller solution does not entail the solu-
tion of the wheel probkm "per se" since the wheel
is a fjnite repn'sentation of a r,>l1cr. However,
the ru11Pr approach is a necessary step which will
pel'lllit the elucidation and disclosure of sonle i111-
portant aspects applicable to the soil-wheel inter-
action pro!Jlell1. In particular, these aspects
re fel' to:
(1) The nlechanics of slope clinlbing under
\'arious types of soil lll<lterials, and load-
ing conditions of self-pt'opltlsion or pull
fOl"CP s.
(2,) TI1<' role of slip as a kinen1atic factor
aft'Pcting the wheel nwchanical perfor-
111ance and loconHJtion efficiency.
(:,) The basic principles concerning how soil
thnlst is generated and tnotion sustained
as a continuous n1echanical process.
If all these factors can be deri,'c'd for a roller,
the conclusions nlaY be directly extended to wheels
01' otherwise approxin1ated by appropriate model-
ing techniques. In this context. the roller analogy
is morc akin to the soil-wheel interaction problen1
than to using flat plate tests since in the fOrl11er
the mechanics of rolling is reflected at all slip
levels as it actually occurs for a \\'h,'el.
The solution approach consists of selecting a
soil-roller failure configuration in accordance
with experimental evidence on horizontal terrains.
This failure pattern is generalized to sloping sur-
faces. A compatible velocity field is defined that
sati sfie s all velo ci ty r equi rements. Then the
governing stress equilibrium equations are solved
along the velocity characteristics (sliplines) in
connection with the remnant stress boundary con-
ditions. The method of solution is implemented
by a computer program which evaluates the basic
z
soil-roller performance parameters as given by
the torque, slip, sinkage, and interface stress.
The concept of specific rolling energy dissipation
is generalized to slopes, and the driving power
requirement is determined under quite general
conditions of load combinations and terrain slope.
A general mobility safety factor definition is in-
troduced and calculated for a soil-roller systenl.
This definition applies also to wheels and covers
the whole spectrum of rolling with slip up to and
including immobilization.
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II. BACKGROUND - LUNAR MOBILITY
The current status of soil-wheel interaction
as a design tool for planetary vehicle exploration
is rather unsuitable due to the lack of pertinent
quantitative tests and design information that is
normally available for on-earth vehicles. New
theoretical concepts are required to predict vehicle
performance requirements, especially with regard
to safety and power needs when traversing lunar
soft terrain and steep slopes. In this context, a
pertinent survey of the state- of- the- art on off-
the- road vehicle design was made and has led to
the following conclusions:
(1) The present status of the theory of soil-
wheel interaction applies exclusively to
horizontal or gently sloping terrains.
Wheel design parameters and vehicle
performance are definitely connected
with the soil mechanical properties and
the nature of lunar topography. Con-
sequently, lunar vehicle slope climbing
and traversing capabilities are bound to
constitute a controlling design factor in
terms of mobility safety and locomotion
energy requirements.
(2) Current on- earth vehicle mobility experi-
ence refers mainly to high soil-wheel
contact pressures and dictates that heavily
loaded vehicles cannot practically negoti-
ate soft slopes higher than approximately
25 deg. Instead, lunar roving vehicles
will operate under comparatively low
soil contact pressures (approximately
6.9 X 10 3 N/m 2 • 1 psi) and may require
climbing slopes steeper than 25 deg. It
is not known, using present mobility con-
cepts, if a vehicle can safely operate
under conditions of low pres sure and re-
duced gravity On lunar crater slopes near
limiting equilibrium where excessive
sinkage and loss of soil stability support
may be imminent.
(3) Present approaches to derive basic per-
formance parameters of soil-wheel inter-
action resort to separate sinkage and
horizontal shear defonnation plate tests
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performed on potential terrains of vehicle
operation. On this basis, a comprehen-
sive semi-empirical theory for off-the-
road mobility was developed by Bekker
(Ref. 2). The inherent uncertainty of
this approach relates to the fact that the
character and distribution of soil-wheel
interface stresses derived from flat plate
tests cannot be reliably translated into a
roll on a sloping surface.
(4) There is insufficient evidence to what ex-
tent the combined or independent action
of friction. cohesion. and gravitation in-
fluences soil- rolling thrust performance.
Experiments and analysis by Costes. et
al. (Ref. 3), indicate that the lunar soil
surface mechanical properties relate to
a frictional-cohesive behavior.
The use of wheeled roving vehicles in future
lunar and planetary explorations will require con-
sideration of two technical problems: (1) the
expense and difficulty of performing lunar soil
surface tests to derive experimental coefficients
which define soil-wheel performance, and (2) the
lack of the basic fundamentals and experimental
background to predict either on a theoretical or
empirical basis the mechanics of lightly loaded
rolling devices on soft horizontal or sloping
terrains.
The broad objective of this study is to estab-
lish a basis for a consistent and unified approach
to the soil-wheel interaction problem to estimate
the performance of lunar roving vehicle s travers-
ing generally sloping soft surfaces. To this end,
basic s oil mechanical concepts, applicable to the
lunar environment, are incorporated in analytical
expressions to derive torque, energy, interface
stresses, operating slip, and sinkage values as
may be applicable to lunar mobility requirements.
These analytical expressions can then be com-
pared with the results of controlled experiments
either on earth (Ref. 4) or on the moon (Refs. 1
and 5). using, for example, the Soviet Lunokhod-l
lunar roving vehicle mobility system.
3
III. SOLUTION APPROACH
The solution approach to the soil- roller inter-
action problem is based on the application of the
theory of plasticity to soil mechanical problems.
The governing differential equations of equilibrium
(Ref. 6) and velocity compatibility along the slip-
lines (Ref. 7) are solved as a mixed boundary
value problem connecting stresses and velocities.
This problem is concerned with a quasi- static,
steady- state, two- din1ensional plastic flow with
soil as sumed to behave as a rigid perfectly plastic
material. The soil is granular in character with
strength properties defined by the Mohr- Coulomb
theory of failure, which depends on the soil angle
of internal friction ep and cohesion c. The soil
strength properties are isotropic and homogeneous
throughout the plastic domain up to and including
the soil- roller interface. 1 Soil self-weight is
specifically considered.
The problem of rolling contact between a rigid
towed cylinder on a plastic deforming horizontal
half space was investigated theoretically by
Marshall (Ref. 8) for a Tresca material, applying
a perturbation method of solution. Dagan and
Tulin (Ref. 9) studied the steady flow of a rigid
plastic clay beneath a driven cylindrical roller on
a horizontal half space, using the method of slip-
lines. Experimentally, Boucherie (Ref. 10) ob-
tained photographic flow patterns produced by
towed and driven rigid wheels on a supporting bed
of packed metal rolls (Fig. 1). Wong and Reece
(Ref. 11) performed a series of tests on level
sand surfaces, acted upon by rigid rollers and
wheels for various loads, slip, and skid combina-
tions. Using photographic techniques, they pre-
sented and commented in detail on the character
and patterns associated with soil failure due to
rolling loads.
To date, all known complete solutions of un-
contained rigid perfectly plastic flow problems
consist of selecting an appropriate slipline stress
field and then verifying whether or not the bound-
ary and the field velocities are also satisfied
throughout. If not, a new stress slipline pattern
has to be tried (Ref. 12). Obviously, this pro-
cedure is rather lin1ited regarding the boundary
velocity functions which can be considered other
than simple uniform ones.
Here, instead, an inverse procedure has been
adopted. First, a compatible soil-roller velocity
field of characteristic lines is generated which
satisfies the roller boundary velocity conditions,
then to this field is adjoined a stress domain that
satisfies all the remnant boundary conditions.
That this is pos sible is based on the fact that
velocities and stress characteristic lines are
coincident (Ref. 7) if the former derive from the
theory of plastic potential (Ref. 13). To the
author I s knowledge, this is the first time a prob-
lem of mixed boundary values in the theory of
plasticity is solved for both stresses and veloci-
ties by satisfying first the velocities rather than
the stress conditions.
This method considerably facilitates the
search for a complete solution. Also, this ap-
proach may be found useful in the study of metal
forming and tooling operations and other soil me-
chanical problems which are accompanied by vari-
able interface friction and complex moving plastic
boundaries. There exist infinite stress field pat-
terns which can satisfy equilibriun1. In addition,
cOn1pleteness of a solution is defined only when
(1) the kinematic compatibility conditions are also
satisfied, (2) the dilation rate is positive through-
out the plastic domain, and (3) at no point of the
rigid domain do the stresses exceed yield. It is
reasonable to expect that if the problem is well
posed and a solution is found, the results obtained
will coincide with a possible matching experiment.
The sequence of the study reported here is as
follow s: In Section IV, a velocity flow field pattern
is selected and validated in accordance with experi-
mental evidence of rolling tests on horizontal soil
surfaces. These results are generalized to slopes.
The kinematics of slip and velocity boundary con-
ditions are analyzed as they relate to the soil-
roller interface. These velocities are then prop-
agated throughout the plastic domain. In Section
V, a summary of the plane strain theory for rigid
plastic solids is given. The slipline fields de-
fined in Section IV are used to determine soil
limiting stresses. Soil reactions and moments
are calculated by considering soil weight. The
quasi- static equilibrium equations are defined and
the soil- roller interface stres ses are evaluated.
In Section VI, the re suIts of Section V are
synthesized into a system of equations whose solu-
tion is the basis for the complete solution of the
soil-roller problem. The total torque, energy,
and roller sinkage equations are formulated. A
general definition of the factor of safety against
immobilization is introduced. The computer pro-
gram is applied to soil-rigid wheel test results
which are numerically compared to illustrate the
use of the method and to verify its prediction
capabilities.
Finally, the theory is applied to the Apollo
lunar roving vehicle (LR V) and the Soviet
Lunokhod- 1 wheels operating on the lunar surface
to estimate their mobility performance.
lIf the soil-roller interface constitutes a n1aterial strength discontinuity, particularly if the interface
friction and/or adhesion properties are different than the corresponding soil-properties, then the local
orientation of the sliplines is dictated by the relative soil-roller interface mechanical properties.
There is no theoretical difficulty in accounting for this fact in the analysis in tern1S of either one or
both factors, adhesion or friction, as long as the strength discontinuity is represented by a Mohr-
Coulon1b relationship.
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IV. SOIL-ROLLER KINEMATICS
A. Problem Statement
The roller moves with uniform velocity Vc
parallel to the original undisturbed soil surface
(Fig. 2). The surface slope angle 0' is measured
positive in a counterclockwise sense from the posi-
tive x-axis. The rotational velocity w (rad/s) is
positive clockwise. An orthogonal Cartesian coor-
dinate reference system (x, z) is adopted with ori-
gin at the roller axle center C. The positive
z- axis is oriented down, parallel to the local grav-
ity vector. As a steady- state pr oce ss, the kine-
matics of the roller is described by the position of
its center of instantaneous rotation I(x, z), located
along a line pas sing thr ough C and normal to the
original surface.
-Rsk sin a
RSk cos 0'
(1)
(2)
rigid roller of radius R, carrying an axial weight
Wand pulling a load p* per unit roller width b
parallel to the original slope, determine the
(1) Operational slip factor sk which defines
the limiting equilibrium condition that
permits the roller center C to move with
uniform velocity Vc (Eg. 3).
(2) Driving torque M capable of sustaining
the velocity V C.
(3) Plastic failure pattern and state of stress
that satisfy the kinematic, stress, and
geometric boundary conditions.
(4) Roller sinkage z measured normal to the
original surface.
(5) Specific rolling energy required per unit
surface normal load and unit distance of
travel.
The translational velocity of the roller center C is
(3)
where sk = slip factor and RSk defines the position
of point I with respect to C. In terms of displace-
ment, sk is an index number which, for a full
wheel turn (2n rad), indicates the axle displace-
ment as a fraction of the developed wheel perim-
eter length. For a driven roller, 0 :5 sk :5 1. O.
Limiting conditions are:
(6) Safety factor with respect to roller im-
mobilization, which occurs when the slip
factor sk = 0, for a given slope 0'.
This study does not apply to the initial stages of
rolling motion, and to conditions following roller
immobilization. In the former case, inertial
forces predominate and in the latter case, con-
tinued sinkage takes place. Both cases are asso-
ciated with unsteady conditions. This study con-
siders the problem of soil-roller interaction only
under uniform operating velocity conditions up to
and inc luding immobilization.
B. Soil-Roller Velocity and Boundary Conditions
(1) Pure rotation, sk = 0 and Vc = O.
(2) Pure translation, sk = 1. 0 and Vc = wR.
The roller kinematics may also be evaluated,
based on the knowledge of the rotational velocity
wand the tr ans lation ve locity V C' by following the
definition of slip,
s
V-v
-...,.._C- IOOV (4)
As mentioned, Wong and Reece (Ref. 11) and
Boucherie (Ref. 10) have revealed the general
nature of the soil failure pattern associated with
rigid driven rollers and wheels moving on level
s oft surface s at various s lip and loading conditions.
This photographic evidence indicates (Fig. 1):
(l) Typical leading and trailing plastic re-
gions are formed, each, respectively,
moving fore and aft of the advancing
roller.
(2) Both flow regions tend to meet at a com-
mon point M on the roller rim surface.
where V = wR = roller peripheral velocity. It is
verified from Eq. (4) that, for driven rollers
s > 0, the roller slips. For towed rollers,
s < 0 and it is said that the roller skids. Based
on Eg. (4), s = 100% slip for pure rotation and
s = 00/0 slip for pure translation.
This type of motion description was used by
Poletayev (Ref. 14) and by Onafeko and Reece
(Ref. 15) in the study of rigid wheels on level ter-
rain (a = 0). Here, this motion concept is gen-
eralized to slopes where 0' :;:: O. The problem is
now posed as follows: Given a semifinite soil sur-
face slope a, possessing the unit volume weight y
and strength properties defined by the cohesion c
and the friction angle <1>, loaded by an infinitely long
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(3) Soil sinkage increases with increasing
loads and slip.
(4) The roller leaves no rut due to local sink-
age. This means, after the passage of
the roller, the soil surface fully recovers
due to backward soil transport produced
by the advancing roller.
(5) The relative sizes and pattern of the soil
leading and trailing plastic regions de-
pend on the kinematics of soil-roller in-
teraction. At 100% slip, the leading plas-
tic region disappears, leaving only the
trailing plastic zone (Fig. 3).
5
The coordinates of a point i on the roller rim
are given by (Fig. 5)
In the following, the theory of sliplines is
applied to s oils for rolling with plastic flow. The
leading and trailing plastic regions are identified
by M(ML)EFL and M(MN)ABN, respectively (Fig.
4). The corresponding lines M(ML)EF and M(MN)
AB are considered to be first and second charac-
teristic velocity discontinuity lines, respectively,
separating the lower stationary rigid region from
the plastic deforming one. These two character-
istic lines meet the soil-roller interface point M
at an angle (rr/2) - <\>. It is assumed that the soil
point M is at rest relative to the roller and that it
pertains to the rigid stationary domain.
The negative sign in Eq. (11) is consistent
with the sign convention that a positive velocity
component along the first slipline, when rotated
through an angle (rr/2) + <\>' produces a positive
velocity component along the second s lipline (Ref.
7) (Fig. 6b). It is of interest to note that Wong
(Ref. 16) postulated that the trajectory of the trail-
ing soil particle at the bifurcation point M coin-
cides with the direction eM of the trailing slipline
at M. Here, the adoption of a velocity component
VM, instead of a re sultant ve 10city as referred to
by Wong, is due to the fact that the latter must be
oriented at an angle <\> to the discontinuity line to
comply with the requirements of the theory of
plastic potential. Consequently, the trailing soil
particle velocity resultant at Mis
x.
I
R cos (0' + £.)
I
(5 )
tan- 1 (:Z' M)
x,M
e'M (12 )
The corresponding absolute velocity components
parallel to the coordinate axes x, Z are,
respectively, Continuity conditions at the soil- roller inter-
face dictate that the radial velocity component of
the leading soil particle at M must be equal to the
radial velocity of the roller rim point M. Then,
the leading soil particle radial velocity component
(Fig. 5) is
(13 )
V'M
cos <\>
(7)
(8)
(6)
u .
x, I
u .
Z, I
Z.
I
The resultant velocity is
V M cos tl. M
(14)
V.
I
V2 2u . + u .
X,I Z,l
(9)
where
(15 )
The angular orientation of Vi is
and the corresponding velocity resultant is
_ t -1 (UZ,i)p. = an --
I U .
x, I
(10) (16 )
Next, the rim boundary velocities will be re-
lated to the soil flow in terms of the slipline veloc-
ity components along the soil-roller interfac.e.
The velocity component along the first slipline at
Mis
The angular orientation of the first slipline M(ML)
at Mis
When the soil stress- strain law is derived,
applying the concept of plastic potential, Drucker
and Prager (Ref. 13) show that the relative par-
ticle velocity along a velocity discontinuity line is
oriented at an angle <\> to the line. This concept
will be used here to construct the plastic
configur ation.
V*M
L
V M cos <\> (17 )
Equations (11) to (18) represent the soil velocity
boundary conditions at the plastic bifurcation point
M.
At the bifurcation point M, the corresponding
trailing soil particle is subjected to a velocity
component V ±vi tangent at M to the discontinuity
slipline M(MN) and equal in magnitude and direc-
tion to the roller rim velocity V M . From Eqs. (9)
and (10), for rim point i = M (FIg. 5),
e' +.!£ - <\>M 2 (18)
6
(
2 2)1/2
u +u
x,M z,M (11 )
The validity of the theory of plastic potential
to define the soil strain rates and the assumption
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regarding the boundary velocity condition (Eqs. 11
and 12) have to be properly justified on an experi-
rnental basis. The fornler was adopted because of
its rather simpJe application, and the Jatter ap-
pears to represent a reasonable fact.
C. VeJocity FieJds
then, from Eq. (23), rM = 0, indicating that there
is no leading failure zone, which is verified from
tests (Fig. 3) and is schematically shown in Fig. 7.
These velocity criteria produce, in general, a tan-
gential soil velocity "jump" at M, which may be
obtained by projecting the velocities, Eqs. (19) and
(22), along the roller tangential direction at M.
The plastic faiJure pattern configuration is
further postulated as follows (Fig. 4): The trail-
ing region is divided into three pJastic zones,
M(MN)N, N(MN)A, and NAB, identified as the
active, transition, and passive zones, respectively.
The same applies to the leading plastic region for
zones M(ML)L, L(ML)E, and LEF, respectively.
1, Active zone s. As nlentioned previous Iy,
the s liplines M(MN)AB and M(ML)EF separate the
rigid stationary boundary from the plaStic deform-
ing one. Since a boundary at rest l11ust have a zero
local nornlal velocity conlponent, the velocity l11ust
be inclined at an angle 4> to the discontinuity Jine.
Along M(ML)EF, the first sJipline discontinuity,
V I = 0, and along M(MN)AB, the second slipline
discontinuity, V':' = 0. Since both these discon-
tinuity lines start at rim point M, the resuJtant
soil particle veJocity at point M (traiJing zone) is
(Fig. 5)
dV' + V' tan 4> d9' °
(24)
(25 )
°
°
19'- tan 4> d9'9'Ml
V I
dV
'
V'
V'M
dV' t (V' tan 4> t V':' sec 4» de'
Next, we discuss the nature of the rernaining
soil-roller interface velocity conditions and the
plastic domain. The governing velocity equations
that refer to the first and second characteristic
lines, as determined by Shield (Ref. 7), are
Applying Eq. (25) to the trailing zone discontinuity
line, with V'~ " 0, yields
(19)aMw---
cos 4>
which, with Eq. (19), reduces to
where
and
(20)
V' V M exp [(eM - e') tan 4» (26)
[
2 2)1/2(xM - x) + (zM - z) (21 )
V' = w cos 4> r M exp [(eM - e ' ) tan 4» (27)
From Eq. (20), when 4> = 0, rM " aM and 11 coin-
cides with 1 and the trailing spiral slipline trans-
forl11s into circles centered at 1.
Equations (26) and (27) indicate that the veJocities
aJong the discontinuity line M(MN) vary exponen-
tially and that they relate to a logarithmic spiral
function
The resultant velocity of the Jeading soil par-
ticle at M, based on Eqs. (l4) and (J5), is r (28 )
V M cos .6. M The coordinate positions of the trailing spiralpole I l (xl' zl) are (Fig. 5)
(22)
where, as shown in Fig. 5, (29)
(23) (30)
Expressions (J9) and (22) indicate the transforma-
tion of the rim velocity VM into the corresponding
soil particle velocity at the roller interface point
M. Particularly when
with (xM , zM) given by Eqs. (5) and (6) for i = M
and eM given by Eq. (18). AJso, for the leading
zone along the spiral velocity discontinuity line,
M(ML) is from Eq. (24),
0, IT
"2 VK1 exp [(8 - 8 M ) tan 4>] (31 )
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From f:qs. (Ill and (22 l. Eq. (3 I) reducE's to
TherE' is a confornlal geonletric rc']ation-
ship of S1'-l and the 1'01'] lines. When
point M shifts along the roller periphery.
the segnlent 1'0'1'1 J110VeS parallel to it-
self. Thus, for increasing (or decreas-
ing) SM' the segment 1'01'1 n10ve5 closer
to (or further away fronl) the roller cen-
ter C.
\\'hich applies along
r 1"1\1 exp [Ie - eMI tan <p]
(32 )
(33)
(3 )
Point M I
under all
slip ISk
at SM 1 3TT/4 remains fixed
conditions of rolling without
1. 0),
The coordinate positions of the leading spiral pole
12(:;(2' 72) al"e
x,2 x.\l - r M cos e' (34)M
7 2 zM - r M sin e~1 (35)
Equations (,26) to (35) yield th,' geometry of thE'
velocity distribution along the trailing and leading
discontinuity lines. They indicate also that the
velocities along thesE' discontinuities corl"espond
to rotations about the poles II and 12' respectively.
The geometl"ical chal"aeter of the poles II and
12, in terrns of the relative variations of sJ, and
£M' l1lay be graphically described vvith reference
to Fig. 8 as f 0 Jl ow s :
The locus of poll'S II for sk constant
describes a sl'ries of circles with radi\\s
R k c R tan <p (Fig, 9), The cent('r of
these circles are located along a line
COC 1. 0 oriented at an angle (TT /2) - <p to
the x-axis. Along this line. the c('nter
nlarked C1. 0 corresponds to the circle
with sk 1. 0 and the center Co C to
the circle for which sk ,,0. The center
of a generic circle corresponding to any
o < sk < 1. 0 will be located proportion-
ally between points COC 1.0 as shown in
Fig. 9,
(4) Gin'n a fixed slip-factor sk' an increase
(or reduction) of Si\1 corrl'spondingly
produces an increase (or reduct ion) of
both spi ral radial vectors ri\l and 1'M'
(5) \\Then S.\1 is fixed, an increase of sl, pro-
duces a reduction of I'M and ri\l'
A similar expression applies to 12 for 13L(Fig. 5). In general, it may 1)(' verified
that, for sk ; R sin £M'
On the same basis as in (I) above, Fig. 8
indicates that the locus of all correspond-
ing leading spiral poles 12 (Eqs. 33 and
'14) defines a curve MMI where M and Ml
relate to sk " 0 and sk = 1. 0, respec-
tively. In general, points M and M I are
"lw,\ys located on th,· rolkr rin1. Any
intermediate point bdween M and MI
('orresponds to sk slICh as 0 < sk < 1. O.
Given a point 1\1 on the roller rim with
£1\1 > rr/2 and 0 :5 "k :5 1.0, the locus.!.'f
all corresponding trailing spiral poles II
IEqs. 29 and 30) ddines a straight seg-
nwnt 1'01' I oriented at an angl,: (TT /2) - <p
to the x- axi s. The ext renw point s l' 0 and
1'1 of this segn1E'nt correspond to sk = 0
and sk I, respedi\·ely. Any internle-
cliate point between l' 0 and 1'1 pertains to
an sk suc~as 0.s sk < 1. For SM > TT/2,
th" poles II and 12 are always located in-
side the roller periphery. The quadrant
position of 11 is gi "en by
(3<) )
13H)
o
V,
I
cos <p
cos f\
V.
1
v'
I
and
The geoJ1wtrical irnplication of th(' abo\e
statenJents relates to the basic fact that the liJ11it-
ing soil strl'ss and spiral orientations !character-
istics) are controlled by the relati\'e position of
poles II and 12, as defined by the paraJ11C'11'ic set
Si\l and sk' In Section V, it wiJl be shown that
once the equilibriuJ1J equations and st res s boundary
conditions arc siltisfied, the final nJagnitude of the
soil stress will also relate directly to £.\1 and sk
in terms of rM (Eq. 20) and rM (Eq, 23).
As J]1entionl'd at the beginning of this section,
V':' 0 along the trailing velocity discontinuity
slipline spiral M(MN), Th,' corresponding inter-
secting first sliplines are radial lines through the
spiral pole II; based on Eq. (25), V':' - 0 through-
out the active trailing zone. This implies that at
a point i on the soil-roller rim interface (Fig. 10),
the resultant soil particle velocity VT nJUst be nor-
rna] to the radial sliplines. Then, the velocity
con1ponent along the spiral s,'cond slipline throngh
point i is
Next, consider the active plastic dOl11ains be-
tween the soil-roller interface and the discontinuity
lines M(MN) and .\I(ML). which are fully described
by a set of radial and logarithJ11ic spiral character-
istics with poles II and 12, respectively. First, it
will be shown that the soil-roller \·e1ocity boundary
conditions are also satisfied.
( 37)
(36 )
< TT
'> 2
(2)
(I)
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with Vi obtained fron1 Eq. (9) and Pi from Eq. (10)
and
The velocity of any soil particle (ij) located at
a point j along a generic spi ral slipline passing
through rim point i within the trailing plastic do-
main (Fig. 10) is
Following the sanw continuity criteria set as
for the leading soil particle at the bifurcation point
M (Eq. 14), the radial velocity component of the
soil particle at any point i along the leading soil-
roller interface (ML). Fig. 10, is
and
where
13·1
V:.
11
8.
I
o
Vi,RcOSq,
~ei - (a t Si) +~
(40)
(41)
(-12 I
(43 )
(44)
(45 )
pertaining to the active leading and trailing zones
have been con1pletely defined. It has also been
established that the velocity of each point on the
roller rim can be transforJlled into an equivalent
admiSSible velocity along the corrt'sponding slip-
lines that intersect the point. In particular. the
velocity orientation of any point On the soil- roller
rin1 interface. with respect to its center of in-
stantaneOllS rotation 1. n1ay also he defined in
terrllS of the spiral pole positions II(xI, zl) and
lZ(XZ, 72.) for points along the arcs MN and ~1L.
re spec ti ,'e ly.
The locations of poles Il and 12 are fundionf
of the velocity boundary conditions, described by
sk and SM' Instead the location of rim points N
and 1. can only be obtained in connection with the
solution of the stress equilibriun1 equations.
These equations allow the detern1ination of the l'X,
tent and configuration of the plastic domain by
specifying a final set of slipline directions consist-
ing of (Fig. 4)
which will be calculated in Section VI-A.
The velocity field determined thus far satisfies
the soil- roller velocity boundary conditions and the
velocity field equations (Eqs. Z-I and Z5). Their
detailed nun1erical evaluation is not a prerequisite
for the solution of the limiting stress equations,
but their existence is in1portant to the correct
statement of a "con1plete solution" within the con-
text of the theory of plasticity (Ref. 12). Further-
1110re, the existence of an adn1issibIe velocity field
must also satisfy the postulate of positive rate of
dilation (Appendix).
Using F:q. (44) and 6 i + q,
duces to
8' + Tr/Z, F:q. (-15) re-
Points N and I. are singular points on which
the velocities are 111ultivalued. At these points,
the soil-roller rim interface separates itself frail)
the trailing and leading traction- free soil surfaces.
also,
cos (a + Si - Pj)
Vr - Vi sin «} " Si _ ei) cos q,
V' 0
1
(46)
(-17)
Rim points (NN) and (1.1.) correspond to slip-
lines 01 (MN) and L(ML), respectively, and as such
both pertain to the soil-roller interface. Points
(NO) and (1.0) correspond to the characteristic
1ines NA and I.E separating the transition fron1
the passive zones and belong to the traction- free
trailing and leading soil surfaces, respectively.
Th .. geonletry of the characteristic lines
M(MN) and L(ML} are determined by
For a soil particle (ij) located at point j along a
spiral slipline passing through rin1 point i.
and
V'.:'..- V,:' exp rtan ¢ (8 .. - 8.0
I J 1 l' 1.1 1 j
V:. c ()
11
(48)
(-19 )
and
where
X ML - XL
cos 8 LO
(50)
(51 )
Th,' active zone velocity eXjHessions (-12),
(-13), (-IS), and (-I C)) ext"nd up to and including the
points along the radial lines N(MN) and L(l\lL).
Thus far, the characteristic lines and velocities
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X MN
(52 )
and
XL + r M exp [(eLL - e~1) tan 4>] cos eLL
(53)
with coordinates x, 7- obtained from Eqs. (5) and
(6) for i " Nand i = L.
eNN tan
- 1rN - 2 1) (54)xN xl 2. Transition and passive zones. The char-
and acteristics of the transition and passive /Oanes(Fig. 4) are calculated after the soil-roller equili-
- 1 (ZL - 2 2) briun) conditions cor re s ponding to the active ;;.one seLL tan (55 ) are s ati s fied. This will be referred to again InxL x 2 Section V - B-3 and in Part II.
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V. SOIL- ROLLER EQUILIBRIUM
where p is the reduced mean stress parameter
defined by
To completely define a limiting state of stress at
a point (x, z), it is sufficient to know the stress
parameters p and 8. Substituting Eqs. (59 - 61)
in Eqs. (57) and (58) and adopting sand s', first
and second sliplines, respectively, as a new set
of curvilinear coordinates, the partial differential
equations of limiting equilibrium are obtained
along the characteristics (Refs, 6 and 19):
..!.. (0" + O"z) + c cot e/> ~ 02 x
(63)
(62.)
ysin(8+e/>1ap a8as + 2.p tan e/> as
A. Limiting Soil Stress Field
An adnlissible velocity characteristic field
has been defined that satisfies both thL' velocity
boundary conditions and the governing differential
equations for the velocities. When the velocities
are dE'rived from the yidd stress condition accord-
ing to the concept of plastic potential, the stress
characteristics coincide with the characteristics
of the velocity (Ref. 7). The problem now is to
associate an admissible stress field that satisfies
the eqnilibrium conditions along the velocity
characteristics.
The limiting state of stress at a point occurs
when the Mohr circle of stress becomes tangent to
the soil strength envelope line defined by the
CoulOlnb formula T = C + [J" cot <jl, where c is the
cohesion and e/> the soil angle of internal friction.
In tenns of the point stresses [J"x' [J"z' and T xz '
considering compression stress as positive, the
Coulomb yield criterion for soils is (Ref. 17)
(Fig. 6a)
Although during plastic deformation the soil den-
sity decreases (Appendix), it is assumed in Eqs.
(63) and (64) that y remains constant.
2. Jl / 2 1+ T - -2. ([J" +
xz x
c cos e/>
(56)
~ a8
as' - 2.p tan e/> as' y sin Ie - ¢} (64)
Neglecting inertia forces, the stress equilib-
rium equations in Cartesian coordinates x, Z
satisfy the condition
o (57)
B. Stresses Along Sliplines
Using the Mohr limiting stress circle, the
normal stress [J" and shear stress T at any point
along a slipline may be expressed by
[J" = pel + sin e/> sin (2.8 - 211 + <J»J - c cot ep (65)
(58)
T ~ p sin e/> cos (2.8 - 2~ + ep) (66)
Substituting Eq. (6,) or (68) in F:qs. (65) <lnd Ibt»),
the general state of stress along both fan,ili,',,; t'l
characteristics are ddil1Pd by
Equations (56 - 58) represent a statically deter-
mined problem and constitute a hyperbolic system
having two families of characteristics as sliplines.
Any point in the physical plane is crossed by a set
of two sliplines, each inclined at an angle )J. ~ 1T /4
- e/>/2 to the directions of the major principal
stress [J"l (Fig. 6). The first slipline is conven-
tionally identified by a counterclockwise rotation
f.l. from the [J"l principal stress direction, The
angular direction of the first and second sliplines
are defined by 8 and 8' measured positive in a
counterclockwise sense from the x and [J" axis in
the physical and stress planes, respectively. The
yield condition (Eq. 56) is satisfied if the state of
stress is expressed by
where 11 is the direction of thE' slipline
through the point under consideration.
lar, along a first slipline
e I _ ep
and along a second slipline
a + ep
normal
In particu-
(6,)
[J"
x
pel + sin e/> sin (2.8 + e/>}J - c cote/> (59) 2.P cos ¢ - c cot 4> it)'))
0"
Z
pel - sin <jl sm (29 + 4»J - c cot 4> (60) T ±p sin e/> cos ep
T = p sin e/>" cos (28 + e/»
xz
(61) The plus sign in Eg. (,0\ indicatt's th;1t tIll' ,.;tr,',,;,,;resultant at the point is rotated countt'l'c"lt>t"k"i";t'
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where
with reference to the local nOrl11a!. In what fol-
lows, the corresponding p values in Eqs, (69) and
(70) will be defined along the slipJines L(ML),
(ML)0.1. 0.l(MN), and (MN)N, and the stress along
these sliplines will be used to evaluate the corrl'-
sponding soil reaction forces,
(79 )
L Stress paral11eter p along straight slip-
lines, Alternate equiJibriuI11 equations are ob-
tained setting ds " dx/cos e and ds' '. dx/cos e'
in Eqs, (63) and (6-1):
6. P MN
Expressions (71) and (72) will be used to deter-
mine the stresses along thl' straight sliplines
N(MN) and L(ML), respectin,]y, Since eLL and
8NN are' constant, de ~ d8' 0, and Eqs, (71)
and (72) reduce to
p + 2p tan <b d8
p - 2p tan ep de
'i dx (lan8 -+ tanep)
'I d x (tan 8' - tan ep)
(71)
(72)
Both points Land N constitutl' singular stress
points around which th" stress an' 11111lli,'allled,
each representing g,'ol1wtrically a limiting first
and second characterislic lines, respl'cti,"(,ly.
having zero radius of Cllr,'ature. \\'hen points L
and N belong to the soil- rin1 interface sid,·, they
arE' id~'ntified as (LL) and (]\;;\l). If th"SI' points
belong to the traction-fn'e soil surfaCl'. they are
identified as points (LO) and (NO). To completely
determine Eqs. (77) and (79). it is required to
define the ,'alue of PLL and P7'J]\;. Applying Eq.
(71) to point L,
dp
dp
'i dx (tan e + tan 4»
'I dx (tan 8' - tan 4»
(73)
(74 )
dp
In P
- 2p tan ¢ de
- 2 tan <l>8 + Co
Integration of Eqs, (73) and (7-1) gives, respectively, For point (LO). with 8
obtain
8 LO and p
p
p
y(tan 8 ; tan 6)x; C
y(tan 8' - tan q,)x + C'
(75 )
(76 )
and
To detertnine tlw constant of integration at ril11
point (LL), x = XL' 8 8 1,L' and p PLL' then
In --..E...-
PLO
2 tan q,(8
LO - 8)
C' For rim point (LL). with 8
"LL' and
For rim point (NN), x
p C PNN' thf'n
8 NN , and
(81 )
c
Similarly for rim point (NN),
For point (ev1L) along L(ML), x x ML and
(82 )
The stress parameters PLO and PNO are deter-
n1ined, considering a passive failure condition.
Since the soil surface is free of stresses. ITO
TO = 0, then from the l\1ohr circle of stress,
(77)
PLO
c cot q,
I - sin 4> Po (83)
Similarly, for trailing point (MN) along the slip-
ljn~, 0i"(\1='l), x x M 7'J cll1d
6.P ML ::: 0 (78 )
According to Egs. (77) and (79), the stress param-
eter P varies linearly with depth; conspqu('ntly.
we can ope-rate with average stresses along
L(ML) and N(MN) sliplincs. The average stre'ss
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paraITIeter PL along the leading sliplinc segment
L(ML). using Eq. (77). is
p -+ ~P~.h.
LL 2
(84)
sliplint's. multiply Eq. (63) by exp [a tan cj>] and
Eq. (64) by exp [-8 tan cj>] and express p in inte-
gral for01 along th,· first and second character-
istic lines, ]"{'speetivdy (Ref. 6):
P 'I exp (-2 tan cj>8)
where APML is given by Eq. (78). Tht> corre-
sponding average normal and shear stresses
within the second sliplinp st'gment L(ML}. using
Eqs. (69) and (70), are (Fig. 13)
X fe xp r( 2 tan q,0)] _s_in-,---I'-.S--;-+_'..:..,p-,-) d s + C
[ cos d> (90)
(fL
T
L
2
P L (' as 0 - c cot <P (85)
(86)
p
f fJ J cos S ,X expt-2tan,p8)J cosq, els' -+C' (91 )
The stress parameters PMN at IMN) ITIust bp the
saITIe when approaching point (MN) either along
the slipline M(MN) or along the spiral M(MN).
Thus. the average value of the' <otress paraITI,'tpr
PN corresponding to the slip line segITIent N(MN)
is
APMN
PMN - --2-- (87)
where ds and ds' arp the elemental arc lengths
along a first and second slipline, respectively.
To determine the state of stress along the spiral
sliplines, adopt as positive directions of the
characteristic spirals the ones which relate to
decreasing values of 8 and 8' (Fig. 11). Ex-
pressing ds and ds' in terms of its radius of
curvatures p and p', for the trailing MiMN)
spiral. Wt' get
and, for the leading (ML)M spiral,
with PMN givpn by Eq. (79) anel ~PMN by Eq. (80).
Tht' corresponding average normal and sht'ar
stresses within the second slipline segment N(MN)
are (Fig. 13)
ds - p d8
r M exp [i8 M - S) tan,pJ
cos ,p d8 (92)
(f
N
T
N
2PN cO s <P - c cot cj>
-PN sin <P cos d>
(88)
(89)
ds' _pI dO'
r M exp [(8 M - 8) tan</>]
cos</> d8' (93)
2. Stress parameter p along spiral slip-
lines. To determine the stresses along the spiral
Replacing Eq. (92) in Eq. (90) yields the stress
paraITIeter pL along the leading spiral as a func-
tion of 8: s
-~ exp [_(Z8' + 8 M)tan </>] fex p [(38' tan </»] cos 8' d8' + C
cos cj>
Integrating,
When 8'
'1
r
M
exp [_(Z8' + 8M) tan cj>J {exp r(38' tan cj»1(3 tan cj> cos 8' + sin 8')} -+ C(9tan 2 q,tl)cos 2 </> [J
8L L , p~' , PML' and the constant of integration is
(94)
where
C (95 )
2 '(9tan q,-+l)cos~q,
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Replacing Eg. (95) In Eg. (94) results in
PML + CT - C; exp [(8' - 8M)tan,pJ (3 tan,p cos 8' + sin 8')
To obtain PM' setting in Eq. (97) 8' ~ 8M gives
with
C~ ~ 3 tan ,p cos eM + sin 8 M
and
Equation (98) reduces to
Also, with Eq. (77),
where
F 4 = ~PML +F 3
TSimilarly, replacing Eq. (93) in Eq. (91), the stress parameter Ps along the trailing spiralls
yr~ exp [12.e + 8M ) tan <I] fex p [-38 tan ,pJ cos 8 d8 + C
cos ,p
Integrating,
(9, )
(98)
(99 )
(100)
(10 I)
(102)
( 103)
(104 )
T
Ps 2 yr
M
cos 2 ,p exp [(28 + 8M ) tan,p] {exP~_38 tan ,p)}-3 tan,p cos 8 + sin 8)} +C (105)(9 tan ,p + 1)
When 8 PM' and the constant of integration is
where
and
2 2(9 tan ,p + 1) cos ,p
(l06)
(107 )
TC
s
(-3 tan,p cos 8
M
+ sin 8 M )
Replacing Eq. (106) in Eg. (l05) results In
PM - CT + C~ exp [(8 M - 8) tan <J?] (-3 tan,p cos 8 + sin 8)
(lOrJ)
(109 )
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To obtain PMN' set a ~ aNN in Eq. (108):
(110 )
where
With Eq. (102) and based on Eq. (lOg),
(111 )
where F 4 is given by Eq. (103), and
P LL + F 4 + APMN (112 )
1. Soil- roller interface - n1axin1urn stress
obliquity. At any point along the soil- roller inter-
face, the shear stress T and the reduced stress
cr + c cot q, define a stress resultant
For any solution to a given soil-roller problem, it
must be verified that the values corresponding to
Expres sion (114) are within acceptable bounds.
Determination of these bounds is necessary not
only to validate the solution itself, but also to sys-
tematically initiate and objectively search for
solutions utilizing only admissible e values. Ob-
viously, the final set of Expression (114) is ob-
tained only after satisfying equilibrium and bound-
ary conditions. In general, the absolute bounds to
Expression (114) result from considering the en-
velope of values originating from (1) the maximum
obliquity of the stress resultant as related to the
radial direction at the soil- roller interface, (2)
the maximum free surface slope as dictated by
either the local roller rim surface tangent or the
soil natural angle of repose, and (3) the stress
compatibility requirements along the transition
slipline zone. Each of these cases are considered
next.
The last condition in Expression (112) insures
that point (MN) is at or below the ground surface.
The equations derived in this section will be
utilized to determine the soil stresses and re-
ac tions that are cons ide red in Sections V - C and
E, and VI-A.
3. Transition and passive zones (Fig. 4).
The stress characteristic lines corresponding to
both the transition and passive zones are deter-
mined by solving nume ricall y the finite diffe renee
form of Eqs. (63) and (64), subject to their corre-
s ponding boundary stre s s conditions.
The boundary conditions of the transition zones
re late to: (1) the stres s along the characteristic
lines L(ML) and N(MN), respectively, and (2) the
state of stress around the singular points Land N
as defined in Section V - B- 1. These stresses are
known from the solution of the soil-roller active
zones equilibrium equations in connection with the
stress compatibility conditions, described in Sec-
tion VI-A. For the passive zones, the solution is
obtained by extending the transition stress charac-
teristics into the passive zones, considering the
traction-free leading and trailing soil surfaces LF
and NB. This solution also yields the final de-
formed and statically correct configuration of the
soil surfaces LF and NB (Fig. 4).
[
2 2JI/2
T + (cr+ccotq,l
(113 )
(115 1
The solution procedure and corresponding ap-
plications will be described in detail in Part II of
this study.
C. Limiting Slip line Directions
There exist definite limitations regarding the
values that the a parameters may acquire along
the soil- roller interface. It will be shown that
the solution of the soil-roller problem entails, to
a large extent, calculation of an admissible set of
characteristic directions at points L, M, and N
defined by
The obliquity angle & of qr is measured positive
for a clockwise rotation relative to the rin, sur-
face normal (radial direction) and is defined by
(116 )
When & " q" Eq. (116) indicates that one of the
sliplines becon,es tangent to the roller rirn sur-
face at the point under consideration. In this
case, for the trailing point (NNl, with
(114 ) TTSN < 2 (117 )
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The corresponding slipline directions for points
('0fN) and (LL) are defined by
For the leading rim point (LL), with
then each of the Eqs. (l25a, b) yields two roots
81, 8 Z, which relate to two distinct rim points 51'
£Z, respectively, as derived either from Eg.
(118) or (lZ0) as required. At these two rim
points the sliplines are tangent to the roller sur-
face. The decision on which root to adopt is
based on the condition that at no point along the
rim surface will the spirals cross into the rigid
roller body. Consequently the problem is to ver-
ify if bet\veen these two rim- slipline tangency
points, the sliplines diverge inward to or outward
frorn the roller center. The condition precluding
the spiral sliplines to cross into the rigid roller
body depends on the relative dimensions of the
spiral radius of curvature to the roller radius R.
To this effect the radius of curvature at point N
111ust be
(119 )
( lZO)
(l18 )8'0fN
R sin (0' + 5N ) - Z 1
R cos (0' + 5N) - xl
(1Z1 )
or
and
or
sin
(lZ3 )
With roots 8N, 1 and eN, 2, such that considering
eN, 1 .> 8 N , Z, it can be shown that if PN, 1 < R.
then 8N, 1 is the limiting direction. Thus, 8 NN =
eN, l' But if PN, 1 > R, there is no geometrical
limitation to the position of point N along the rim
since all sliplines diverge outwards from the
roller rim. Similar criteria are exercised to
determine the limiting position of rim point L
when the spiral pole position satisfies Eq. (120).
Here, in order to prevent the spiral frOlYl cross-
ing into the roller, the spiral radius of curvature
n1ust be
8LL c 5 L + 0' - Sin-
1[i(Zz cos 8 LL - x 2sin 8LL~
(lZ4 ) PLL
Adopting Eq. (118) in connection with Eq. (lZl)
and Eq. (lZO) with Eq. (1Z3). the limiting 8N N
and 8L L values for (, = ¢ are obtained from the
following quadratic equations:
When sk = 0, frolYl Eq. (Zl), aM
Eq. (ZO),
R
I'M cos ¢
Rand, fron1
2
cos 8 NN + ZRzl sin ¢ cos 8 NN
When the discriminant of Egs. (125a, b)
In this case, Condition (1Z7) is always satisfied in
the sense that the trailing spiral never diverges
into the roller body.
Graphically, Conditions (118) and (lZO) are
defined when the pole coordinates of 11 and 12
(Fig. 13) are located at or outside a circle with
center C and 'radius R sin ¢, herein called the
"¢ circle." Tangent lines are drawn from poles
11 and f Z which intersects the ¢ circle at points Tl,
T Z for pole II and at points 1'1, f Z for Iz. Inter-
section of these lines with the roller rim defines
the leading points L l' L 2 and trailing points N 1,
NZ whose angles 5L' £N satisfy, respectively,
Conditions (l18) and (lZO). When 11 arIZ coin-
cides with the ¢ circle, SLI = SLZ and SNI =
£NZ' then Eqs. (lZ7) and (lZ8) apply.
(IZ5b)
( lZ5a)
c 0( 2 2 2)r R sin ¢ - Xz
(J Z6) When the discriminant of Eqs. (lZ5a, b) is
negative, then the spirals will not cross into the
roller body. This corresponds to pole II or 1Z
being at or inside the "¢ circle. "
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An admissible value of eLL must also satisfy
the conditions of Eq. (78):
(129 )
including vertical slopes as long as the critical
height is not exceeded (Ref. 17, p. 152).
The transition plastic zone separating the
active frolll the passive zones ll1ay, in the lirnit,
disappear and allow the latter two zones to merge
side by side; therefore,
When eLL < Tr/2, (xML - xL) > 0; therefore, (138 )
(130 )
(139 )
When sk 0, SM = SL and xML = xL; then there
is no leading plastic zone (Figs. 3 and 7). In this
case, Eq. (78) reduces to ApML= 0, and the
spiral M(MN) is tangent to the roller rim at M:
In terms of slipline parameters in general, with
f1 = Ti/4 - "r/2, Eqs. (134) and (135) reduce to
e'LL e'M (131 )
(140 )
Also, Eq. (81) defines PLL = PM = Po as given
by Eq. (83).
(141 )
A similar analysis with reference to Eq. (83)
yields, for c ? 0,
Based on Eq. (141), Conditions (134) through (139)
reduce, for cohesive soils (c > 0), to
(132 ) ? e'LL (142)
In general, SN $ Ti/2, which, from Eq. (121),
corresponds to (143)
_ 1 ( R cos a - z 1 )
tan _ R
- sina-x l
(133)
and, for cohesionless soils (c
tions (136) and (137),
0), with Condi-
2. Free soil surface - singular points (LO)
and (NO). The limits of aLo and eNO are dic-
tated by the condition that the free surface slopes
at points Land N defined by aLO and aNO can at
most be tangent to the roller rim surface. Thus,
(144)
(145 )
(134 )
(135 )
3. Summary of absolute adITIis sible bounds
for aLo, eL~' eN~' and a~Q' Recapitulating
Subsectlons- 1 an C 2, t I" limiting slipline
directions at points Land M are as follows:
For c ~ 0, from Expressions (118) and (130),
Also when dealing with cohesionless soils (c = 0),
the free surface maximum slope cannot exceed
the soil natural angle of repose. Therefore,
(146)
Based on Expressions (120), (132). and (133), we
obtain
laLOI $ "r (136 )
r
"r (147)
a + SN - <l> $ aNN $
laNai
$ "r (137 )
- 1 (R cos a - z 1)
tan
- R sin a - Xl
(148 )
Obviously, if c > 0, the angle of repose has no
significance since the soil is stable up to and
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-477
Between Conditions (147) and (148), the lower of
the two upper limits shown is selected.
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Expressions (146) to (148) apply to both cohesive
and purely frictional soils.
Admissible values of aLa and aNO also de-
pend on the soil characteristics. For c > 0,
internal forces is to offset the position of the ver-
tical soil reaction to accommodate the rolling
torque M ~ Mk; instead, when P > 0 in Eq. (153),
the leading and trailing forces make np for the dif-
ference in allowing for P to become equilibrated.
(149 )
Taking Dl0ments with respect to roller axle
center C, with positive torques D1easured counter-
clockwise, n10D,ent equilibriurn requires
and
(150 )
o (155 )
And for c " 0, it can be proved that Conditions
(149) and (150) also apply but subject to the follow-
ing limitations:
(151 )
and
(152)
where Mk is the applied axle torque, and M~~ and
MJ correspond to leading (L) and trailing (T) mo-
ments produced by the mobilized soil strength
and corresponding soil weight. The above forces
and InOD1ents relate exclusively to the active zones
L(ML)M and M(MN)N. Expressions (153), (154),
and (155) are further developed as follows:
L:x ~ H L t H kT t H L t H Tk.s ,5 k,p k,p
For lunar locomotion (c > 0), then Expressions
(149) and (150) will generally apply.
+ P cos a = 0 ( 156)
Expressions (146) to (152) are incorporated
in the cornputer program to operate within a com-
patible range of stress parameters p and 8.
D. Equilibrium Equations
With the positive direction of forces the same
as the positive x, z coordinate directior:s, and
with applied \'ertical axle loads Wand pull force P
parallel to the terrain slope, horizontal equilib-
rium conditions require (Fig. 11)
L:z c W L + W L t WL t W T + W Tk,s k.p k,y k, s k,p
t W T +W+P sin a = 0 (157 )k,y
L:M = M
L
+ M L t M L + M T + M
T
k, s k,p k,y k, s k,p
L:x c H L + H T t P cos Q' _ 0k k (153)
t M T - M k " 0k,y (158 )
L T LT.
where Hk' Hk, Wk' Wk are hOrIzontal and ver-
tical forces corresponding to leading (L) and
trailing (T) plastic active zones adjoining the soil-
roller interface arc LN. Sub-index k (" 1,2, ... )
identifies the possible existence of more than one
soil- roller solution for a fixed slip value sk and
various SM'
and, for vertical equilibrium,
L:z W L + W T + W + P sin a ~ 0k k 1154)
The sub-index s corresponds to forces (or
moments) due to stresses along the spiral slip-
line M(ML) and M(MN). The sub-index p indi-
cates forces (or moments) due to stres ses along
the straight slipline L(ML) and M(MN) as derived
from both the transition and passive zones. Wry
and WJ yare soil weights within the confines of'
the leading and trailing active zones M(ML)L and
M(MN)N, respectively. Mtf and MJyare
moments clue to W~y and W'K,y, resp~ctively.
To evaluate these forces and moments It IS neces-
sary to determine the nature and extent of both
active plastic domains (Fig. 11), their asso-
ciated stresses and corresponding soil weight
participating with the roller motion.
A driven roller moving over horizontal or
sloping terrains operates under self-propulsion
conditions when it transports only its axle weight
W (pull force P ,,0). Under self-propulsion
there is no net soil thrust development nor soil
resistance to nlotion since the leading and trailing
forc,'s balance each other (IlL t HJ "0). The .
net e[fect of the interplay of these self-equilihrated
If',
E. Soil Reactions
The horizontal and vert Ic al force c on1 ponents
clue to stresses acting along slipline L(ML) are
(Figs. 11 and 12)
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X ML - xL("ifL sin eL' L - TL cos e' ) bLL cos eLL
(159 )
where
(169 )
W L
xML - xL
~ -(fL cos e ' + T sin e ILL) e' bk, P LL L cos LL (170)
(160)
where b is the roller width, and
(161 )
Substituting Eqs. (169) and (170) in Eqs. (167) and
(168) and ordering terms results in
( 162)
Replacing Eqs. (161) and (162) in Eqs. (159) and
(160) and ordering terms results in
( 172)
where
(163)
-b cos <Pe (x MN - x N )cos NN
(173 )
(164)
where
(174)
b cos¢ ( ) (165)
cos e~L x ML - xL Expressions (163), (l64), (171), and (172) will be
incorporated in equilibrium Eqs. (156), (157), and
(158). The horizontal and vertical force compo-
nents on the elemental arc ds along the spiral
(ML)M are (Fig. ]1)
Derivation of the force components H;[, p' WJ on
the trailing first slipline N(MN) is basically si&ilar
to the procedure adopted for the leading slipline
L(ML). The horizontal and vertical force compo-
nents from stress acting along N(MN) are (Fig. 12)
( 166)
dH L -b [<T~ cos (e' - ¢) - T L sin (e' - ¢)) dsk, s s
(175 )
dW L -b [<T; sin (e' - ¢) + L (e' - q, )] dsk, s T S cos
(176)
(167)
( 168)
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where <T~ and T~ correspond to (f and T as
given by Eqs. (69) and (70) respectively, with
p = p~ (Eq. 97).
Similarly, the horizontal and vertical compo-
nents on the elemental arc ds' along the spiral
M(MN) are
19
dll T bi(jJ sin e T - <f cos e') ds'k.s
dW T _bl"T cos e T "TT sin 8') ds'k, S .<.:. 5
on)
i 11K)
wh"re "I and TI correspond to (j and T as
gin>n by Eqs. (6g) and (,0), resp"cti",'ly, with
p pJ' i Eq. 108).
The total force cOD1ponents arc' deriu'd by
replacing tlw (j.T stresses in Eqs. 11(5) to (118)
and integrating within the corresponding spiral
limits. Thus.
bi'"\1 [8~1
• 8'LL
[p~~ cos (8' - 2d» c- -.--, cos
sin ¢
( 1,g)
l e'brl\1 M [p~~ sin Ie' _ 2,j,) _8'LL (1 KO)
( 181 )
c sin (8 + <1»] exp [(eM - e) tan cPJ d8
s in <I>
( 182)
Replacing Eq. (97) in Eqs. (llg) and (180) and Eq. (108) in Eqs. (l81) and (182), integrating, and
arranging terms, the soil reactions Hk, sand Wk, s along the sliplines are obtained. For the leading
zone, the solutions are
and
(183 )
where
VyL
k.s ( 184)
(185 )
- -4
3
tan d> C L [_,1_ + sin (28' + <1»] + ~ tan <I> C L exp [2(e L' L - 8M' ) tan d>Js Sin <I> M 4 s
(186)
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(187 )
F~
I
(188 )
c lcos 6' _ pxp ((6- _ 6' ) tan q,] cos e' I
sin <j> I· M· LL M LL\ c~ lcos (6 M+ q,)
L
- exp [2(6'LL - 8M) tan cP] cos \28 LL + cj»l - ~s [Si~ q, - sin ( 28lvr + cj»]
For thp trailing zone.
and
where
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(189 )
( 190)
(191 )
(192)
(193 )
(194)
(195)
(196)
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Expressions (183) to (196) will be incorpo-
rated in Eqs. (156), (157), and (158) for the de-
tailed study of equilibrium in Section VI-A.
F. Body Forces
Soil body forces Wk, yare obtained by inte-
grating the soil volume contained within the lead-
ing and trailing active zone L(ML)M and M(MN)N
as shown in Fig. 11.
For the trailing zone M(MN)N, the soil
weight is (Fig. 11)
- area circular sector lIMN] (205)
For the leading zone,
( 206)
- area circular sector IZLM] ( 197)
where r is given by Eq. (28).
(198)
Area LIMN = (area triangle lIMN +- area
circular segment with arc MN) = C T or
y
(Z07 )
where r is given by Eq. (33).
Area IzLM = (area triangle l ZLM + area
circular segment with arc LM) = C~ or
where
A
c
and
where
A
c
.!- R 2 [~ _ ~ . (t ~)]Z ~L ~M - sm ~L - "'M
(199)
(ZOO)
r
C
(209)
and
r
c
13 T (210)
(ZOl ) (211 )
]3L (Z02)
(Z12)
(Z03) Integrating ECj. (206), and with Eq. (207), Eg.
(205) becomes
Integrating Eq. (198), and with Eq. (199), Eq. (197)
becomes
c~l
(204)
with C~ giv,'n by Eq. (199).
22
2
bY{4 ::::<\> lexp [2(8 M - 8NN ) tan 0] -q -c~l
(213)
where C~ is given by Eq. (207).
Equations (Z04) and (Z13) will be used in Eqs.
(156), (157), and (158) for the detailed study of
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soil- roller equilibrium in Section VI-A and also
to determine the driving torque M in Section V-G.
G. Mompnts
(ZI8)
I. Moments due to soil reactions. The re-
sultant force originating from reduced stresses
along a spiral slipline intercepts the spiral pole
(Fig. lZ). The moments due to these spiralstresses
relative to the roller axes C(x == z == 0) dejJend exclu-
~ively on the position of the spiral poles II (xI' zl);
lZ(xZ, z2). Positive moments tend to produce a
counterclockwise rotation. The trailing (T) and
leading (L) moments due to stresses along the
spirals M(MN) and M(ML), respectively, are Tx
P
(x MN - x N ) ( 2P MN t PNN )
x N t 3(PMN + PNN)
(219)
(2Z0)
M T W T - H T - t M T (214 )k.s k. sX I k, s z I c
M L L - H L - tM L (Z15 )
- Wk , sX Z - k, sZZk. s c
with Wk. sand Hk, s forces given by Eqs. (183) to
(19b). MT and ML are the moments due to cohe-
sion stre~ses alogg the spirals M(MN) and M(ML)
with respect to poles II and IZ, respectively:
2. Moments due to body forces. Moments
due to soil body forces relate also to the roller
axle at C. Following the same procedure used to
generate the body forces. the moments due to soil
weight contained within the active zones an':
For the' leading zone L(ML)M,
where r is given by Eq, (33), and
(Z22)
+ j r cos e') de I{fe'LL 1 _2 _"2 r (X 2
e'M
2 { [ }1"M exp 2(eLL - eM) tan <Jl]-I
2 tan <Jl c
Regarding the moments produced by the
stresses along the sliplines L(ML) and N(MN), 1\1 c
(2Ib) with Ac gi\"E'n by Eq. (ZOO) and
(217)
x
c
2R
3
sin 3 (£L -2 SM) cos (SL +2 SM)
£L - £M - sin (£ L - SM)
where Wk, P and Hk, p are forces given by Eqs.
(163), (lb4), (171), and (17Z), and Integrating Eq. (22Z) results in
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For the trailing zone M(MN)N.
(224)
where r is given by Eg. (28). and
M
c
A c is giu·n by Eg. (208). and
Integrating Eg. (224).
x
c
!R3
3
- "'[-3-(9-t-a-:":;~~cjl-+-l""I] leap ["8 M - 8 NN I lan .]<l lan <I> CO< 8NN - ,in 8 NN I , Cain 8 M - 3 'ao • coa 8Mil] (225 )
The driving torgue will be used in Section
VI-B to determine the roller driving power
reguiren1ents.
H. Soil-Roller Interface Stresses
Once the pattern and extent of the active plastic
domain zone are derived. the soil-roller interface
stress at a generic rim point i are (Egs. 65
and 66)
and for the trailing zone.
which results in
X 2 s in ei)J +;r - cjl
CT .
I
Pi[l + sin cjl sin cf!J - c cot¢ (226) (230)
and
T.
I
(ZZ7)
(Z31)
where
with
cf!. - ze. Z11 + ¢
1 1 1
11 a f- £.
1
(228)
(ZZ9 )
The parameter p along the slipline M(ML) is
derived from' Eg. (97), and for the sliplinc M(MN)
from Eg. (108). On the leading zone. along a
radial slipline which intersects the roller rim at
a point i (£i ~ £M) and also the slipline M(ML) at
point (Mi) is
Fa r the leading zone, (Z3Zi
e
i where Pkii corresponds to Eg. (97) for e r ~ 8i,
and
;r
+ '2 - cjl (Z33)
Z4
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with
and xi from Eq. (5) and i'M from Eq. (Z3).
Similar criteria apply to the trailing zone
(~i < Tr/Z). Along the radial slipline intersecting
the roller rim at point i and the slipline M(MN)
at point (iM),
where pIM corresponds to Eq. (l08) for e
and
with
x iM xl + r M exp [(eM - e i ) tan ¢J cos 6 i
and xi from Eq. (5) and rM from Eq. (ZO).
e·1,
(236)
(237)
Tp.
1
(Z35 )
The orientation 0i of the soil- roller interface
stress resultant qr is given by Eg. (lZZ) in con-
nection with Egs. (226) and (ZZ7).
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A. Basic Equations
VI. SOLUTION OF BASIC EQUATIO:--.JS
and
It was shown in Section IV - C that the geometry
and extent of the active and transition zones re-
late exclusively to the slipline directions at points
I., M, and N, as defined by Expression (114)
(Fig. 4). Also, if the set (Expression (114) is
known, a velocity slipline pattern can be unambigu-
ously built that satisfies the roller velocity con-
ditions. To initiate a solution of a given soil-
roller problem, as postulated in Section IV -A, a
set of parameters sk and SM is selected first.
These parameters define unique values of 8M
(Eq. 12) and 8M (Eq. 18) and also determine the
position of poles 'h (Eqs. 29 and 30) and 12 (Eqs.
34 and 35).
Since, in Eq. (240a), PLL > PO > 0, Gl and G 2
must have the san1e sign.
From Eqs. (81) and (83),
To evaluate the four remaInIng unknown
parameters of Expression (114), there are avai 1-
able four basic simultaneous equations. Two of
them originate from satisfying the horizontal and
vertical equilibrium conditions, as given by Eqs.
(156) and (157). For completeness, Eqs. (156)
and (157) are repeated as Eqs. (238) and (239):
After equating (240a) and (24Gb),
1 _Gl(J I + -::--=--.,... 1n
1.1. 2 tan ¢ P O G 2
(241 )
LX HI. + H T + HI. + H T + P cos 0'k, s k, s k,p k,p Also, it is known from Eqs. (82) and (83) that
o
(242 )
(238) According to Eq. (79),
W L + WI. + WI. + w
k
T + W;kTk,s k,p k,y ,s ,p
+ W T + W + P sin 0'k,y
After equating (242) and (243),
(243 )
o
1 P MN - 4PMN8 NN - ~--,-ln2 tan 6 Po (244 )
(239)
Substituting in Eq. (238) the corresponding Hk
force components given by Eqs. (163), (171), (183),
and (190), after a short transformation, results in
(240a)
where
Thus, we arrive at a system of four equations
(Eqs. 239, 240a, 241, and 244) in the unknown
parameters 8LO' 0LL' 8NN, eNO' These equa-
tions are solved by iteration using a computer
program. Admissible values of 0LL are first
selected within the corresponding bounds stated In
Section V-C" Subsequently, 0NN is determined
froD1 Eq. (239). Substituting eLL and 8NN in Eq.
(241). a unique 8 LO value is determined which sat-
isfies simultaneously the horizontal and vertical
(>quilibrium equations. With 8LL. 8Lo. and 8 NN
known. 8NO is determined from Eq. (244). During
the solution process. the COD1puter program verifies
the fact that the determined angular parameters e
comprise only admissible values: otherwise, a
new 8 1"1. is selected or a new case (sk. SM) is
initiated, as required. Equations (238) and (239)
express the necessary conditions under which an
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Equilibrium solution is admissible with regard to
the soil-roller active plastic domain. It is of
significance to point out that the existence of the
set of values, Expression (114), '-vhich satisfies
the equilibrium and the stress compatibility equa-
tions, does not necessarily imply that a solution
to the problem has been found, unless the follow-
ing conditions art> also simultaneously met:
(1) The rate of dilation, as mentioned in
Section IV -C must be positive throughout
the plastic domain. (This is verified in
the Appendix. )
(2) At no point outside the plastic regions
shall the stress exceed yield.
(3) The free-surface points F and B (Fig. 4),
which belong to both the rigid and plastic
domains, must also be aligned with the
original surface slope 0'; thus,
is proven when, in addition, the solution of the
two active zones can be appropriately coupled to
the neighboring transition and passive fields,
which satisfy Eqs. (63) and (64) and the remaining
boundary conditions. Here, we advance the fact
that the active plastic field solution can be ex-
tended up to and including the traction-free sur-
faces LF and NB (Fig. 4), if the input data is con-
sistent. In Part II it will be shown that the
completion of the plastic field also yields the
statically correct deformed free surface and that
Condition (245) can, in general, be satisfied.
B. Specific Energy Dissipation
The roller moves parallel to the original soil
surface with uniform velocity V c ~ wResk where
R e is the effective rolling radius. For a rigid
cylindrical roller R e = R. The axle traversps a
distance L per unit time,
(246)
tan 0' (245)
The total soil thrust parallel to the original sur-
fac e is
with P c. the drawbar pull force and W = the ap-
plied axle load. The load component norrnal to the
original surface is
The total energy input EM per unit time due to an
applied torque :vi at the roller ~le is consumed by
the thrust force energy output ET and the soil-
roller energy dissipation ES/R:
which assumes that, after the roller
passage, the original trailing surface
slope is not significantly altered. This
was verified experimentally by Wong and
Reece (Ref. 11) for roller tests on level
surfaces. Here, this condition is assumed
to prevail also for slopes.
Although conditions (1) and (2) do not bear
directly on the solution process of the equations,
they are fundancental to describing the require-
ments for the cornpleteness of a solution. Con-
dition (2) is not specifically verified, but may be
considered satisfied if no sharp corners of rigid
mater ial develop within the rigid plastic boundary.
In fact, it may be proved that the soil state of
stress at point M does not exceed yield and, in
general, it may be assumed that the rigid material
can support the plastic deforming body. The
method of extending the plastic stress field into
the rigid domain, as studied by Shield (Ref. 20)
and by Cox, et al. (Ref. 21), can also be applied
to this problem.
where
T
N
p + W sin 0'
W cos Q'
Mw
(247)
(248)
(2 ~ l))
In general, the soil energy dissipation pCI' unit
travel length Eq. (246) and per unit normal load
Eq. (248) will be defined as the soil- roller ~)ll"'i­
fie energy dissipation coefficit'nt:
(252)
Equation (252) accounts for the soil and tire
deformation and soil-wheel interface friction energ\"
losses due to slip. It represents a general ellCrgy e,,-
pre s sian and define s the pe rforrnanc e of any rolling,
Regarding Eq. (245), the coordinates of F
and B are obtained, satisfying the boundary con-
ditions on the leading and trailing traction-free
surface slope. The positions of points F and Bare
satisfactorily approxincated based on the following
analysis. It was noted in Sections V-D and
V-E that the horizontal and vertical stressps along
L(ML) (Fig. 11) determine the reaction forces
HI<' and Wk p' respectively. Similarly, thestre~ses alon'g M(MN) define the force components
tIJ and wl,p' These leading and trailing forces
hav.P a special significance with regard to the
validity of any solution of Eqs. (238) and (239). If
a solution is found, it has to be verified that the
mentioned forces Hk, p and Wk , p can be sustained
at the corresponding transition and passive plastic
domains. In other words, it must be verified that
all plastic zones satisfy simultaneously the basic
requirements of local and overall equilibrium. In
this context, a solution to Eqs. (238) and (239)
represents only a necessary condition. Sufficiency
and
E
TL
ES/R M (P
NL = WR s cos 0' - "'\~7T-c-"'-o-s-a
e k
(25 l)
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,~
-I
power-drivcen dev'ice; the equation applies to both
rigid and flexible rollers Or wheds. If the roller
is flexible, E will express the specific energy
dissipation produced by both thp soil and the roll-
ing device. Carp must be taken to properly n1ea-
sure or calculate the effective turning radius R e .
For the rigid roller, the values of M and sk in
Eq. (252) are determined from the problpm solu-
tion (Section VI-A).
tan a'
where a! is the direction BF for a trial solution.
Only when aT Q! does the solution found corrp-
spond to the given problem. Then, with
,Vhen a 0, Eq. (252) reduces to
and
M P
WR s - W
e k
(253) n - t co s a
the sinkage is
The derivation of Eq. (257) presumes the
condition stated in connection with Eg. (245).
Equation (253) was used by Leflaive (Ref. 22) to
analyze test results of driven rigid and flexible
wheels on horizontal soil surfaces. The specific
energy (Eq. 252) shows two terms. One is the
specific torque energy input at the axle per unit
normal load and unit travel distance.
z R - n (257)
The other is the specific thrust energy output per
unit normal load and unit travel distance.
Only when a = a does the specific thrust energy
equal the pull/load ratio ET = p/W; otherwise,
for a :> 0, Eq. (255) refers to the specific thrust
energy. Equations (254) and (255) can be used to
evaluate the performance of power-driven vehicles,
providing the relative wheel slip factors and axle
load distribution are known. The wheel thrust
efficiency is given in general by
n%
W c~s Q! + tan Q
.E + sin aW
M sk X 100
WR
e
(254)
(255)
(256)
D. Mobility Safety Factors
It was shown in Section VI-A that the soil-
roller mobility problem can be soh-ed satisfying
the velocity and limiting equilibrium equations n.at
are subjected to the corresponding boundary con-
ditions." The solution determines the operational
slip factor sk and torque M for a given axle load-
ing P and W. It was also shown (Section I) that,
when sk ~ 0, the roller becon1es in1n10bilized
(V C ~ 0). From a mobility safety standpoint,
given the soil conditions (c, <p, Y, a) and a fixed
set of operational loads, pull Po and weight WO,
it is required to determine the corresponding
maximum load W max (or P n1ax ) which, in con1bina-
tion with Po and WOo produces immobilization of
the roner. Thus, there exist two basic loading
conditions capable of immobilizing the roller:
(1) increasing only the pull force from Po to
P max , and (2) increasing only the axle weight
from Wo to Wmax ' Consequently, two types of
mobility safety factors (SF) can be defined, de-
pending on the ultimate cause that stops the roller .
The first definition of SF is
C. Rigid Roller Sinkage
where EM is defined by Eq. (254) for sk :> a and
W is the applied axle load in Newtons.
In practice, the specific power consumption per
kilometer of travel along a straight line on a slope
a ~ a is given by
The second definition of SF corresponds to
(258)
T
n1ax
~
Pm ax + Wasina
Po + W
o
sina
SF
where the numerator indicates that the maximum
soil thrust T max is reached by incrementing PO,
pull load, to P max ' setting sk = O. The denom-
inator TO corresponds to the roller operating
thrust for 0 < sk < 1. O. In this case, when
P max = PO' SF 1 and the roner would stop
due to excessive pull.
(256a)E X W X (_l_)(watt-hour)M 3.6 kmP w
The roller sinkage z is ]1wasured perpendi-
cular to the original surfau'. Once the> leading
"nd trailing points F and B are determined, satis-
fying thp basic equilibrium equations, it is veri-
fi,'r] if points F and B arp aligned on a slope Q!
(Fig. 14). To this eff('ct, the coordinates of F and
1\ yi..Jr]
Po + W max sin a
Po + W
o
sin a
(259 )
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For the general case of self propulsion;
Po = 0, the rolle r propels its own weight WO.
Under this condition:
In Eq. (260), if for sk = 0 it is deter-
mined that P max = 0, then SF = 1.
This condition defines a limiting roller
slope angle climbing capability,
0' = O'max' for self-propulsion.
where, as in Eq. (258), the Tmax corresponds to
sk = 0 by inc rementing the axle weight W0 to
Wmax ' When Wmax = Wo, SF = 1 and the roller
stops due to excessive weight. In essence, both
Eqs. (258) and (259) relate to the soil maximum
thrust capacity developed for sk = O.
(2.) Geometric parall1eters. Coordinates of
the center of instantaneous rotation I,
the leading and trailing spiral pole s 11
and 12., and the radial angular directions
SL and £N where the soil detaches from
the wheel rill1 at the leading and trailing
edges, respectively.
dimensions (R, B). Two additional input param-
eters, £M and slip factor sk, are also required
and are entered by nleans of the computer's tele-
printer. The user, with a minimum of experi-
ence and iterating on SM and sk values, can
determine a number of possible admissible solu-
tions. In this report, results obtained satidy
the eguilibriurn Egs. (2.38) and (239) (active zones)
and the limiting conditions stated in V-C-3. It is
expected that from all solutions which are found
at least one will satisfy Condition (245). (Refer
to Section VI-A.) It is also assumed that if m.ore
than one solution satisfies Condition (245), then
the one with the minimum torque energy (Eq. 2.54)
would represent the actual wheel performance.
(1) Stress parameters p, e and soil-wheel
rilTI interface normal and tangential
(shear) stresses (psi) at points L, M,
andN(Fig.4).
Thus far, Condition (245) is not incorporated
in the SWIP program. This will be done only
after the plastic field is extended into the transi-
tion and pas sive regions, utilizing a program sub-
routine (Part II).
The SWIP program outputs the following:
(260)
P max + W0 sin 0'
Wo sinO'
SF
(1) If 0' > 0, Eg. (258) reduces to
(2) If 0' = 0, then Tmax = 0, and Eg. (259)
has no practical significance, since on a
level terrain self-propulsion is unrelated
to soil thrust. This conclusion derives
from the fact that, under the action of a
vertical load, there is no net soil thrust
mo bilized. Unde r this condition, the
leading and trailing soil reactions are
balanced (Eg. 153) (Fig. 11):
Therefore, in this case, the SF refers
exclusively to the maximum vertical soil
load capacity for sk = O. Thus, from
Eq. (259),
W
max
-w;- (261 )
(3) The total and partial, vertical and hori-
zontal soil reaction forces considering
the effect of soil weight on both the lead-
ing and trailing regions (to an accuracy
of o. 5%). The partial moments and total
required driving torque. The specific
energy input EM (Eg. 254) and specific
thrust energy E p (=E T ) (Eg. 2.55).
Equation (261) is the factor of safety
versus immobilization valid only for self-
propulsion on level terrains (0' = 0).
For Po > 0 and 0' > 0, the applicable SF
definition corresponds to Egs. (258) and (259), as
specified.
Given sk = 0 and SM' the computer program
determines Wmax connected with an operational
pull load PO. On the same basis, given an opera-
tional load WO, it is possible to determine the
corresponding P max ' which immobilizes the
rolle r.
E. Applications
The prograll1 outputs the nature of any incoll1-
patibility which ll1ay arise from either the eguilib-
riull1 Eqs. (2.38) and (2.39) or from the lill1iting
conditions stated in Section V-C-3. By this ll1eans,
the user can, on an interactive basis, select
appropriate new SM, sk values to bring about a
solution.
In what follows, the SWIP program is applied
to e still1a te:
(1) Driven rigid wheel perforll1ance te sts car-
ried out on horizontal terrains under con-
trolled slip. The wheel axle is subjected
to a vertical load Wo and a pull force Po
parallel to the undisturbed soil surface.
The foregoing soil-roller analysis was pro-
grammed in Fortran II for use with the IBM 162.0
computer. In the following, it is assumed that the
soil-roller model developed also applies to a
finite-width roller (wheel) as long as the predom-
inant soil failure mode occur s in the fore -aft
direction rather than in the lateral direction. The
soil-wheel interaction performance (SWIP) pro-
gran1 input data is: wheel axle loads (W,P), sur-
face slope 0', soil properties (y, <P, c), and wheel
(2.) Driven rigid wheel slope climbing per-
formance. The wheel axis is subjectef,/2.
to a total vertical load W = (Wa + pal
acting on a slope angle defined by 0' =
tan- l (PO/Wol, where Wo and Po are
loads corresponding to the horizontal test
conditions defined in (l), above. The
purpose of this slope climbing calculation
is to verify if there is theoretically any
perfornlance difference when equivalent
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wheel normal and pull loads act either on
a horizontal or a sloping terrain. 2
(3) Lunar roving vehicles (LRVs) on the
assumption of driven rigid wheels rolling
on a level lunar surface. This is applied
particularly to the Apollo and Lunokhod-l
vehicles.
Table 1.0 provides a summary of the above-
mentioned applications indicating typical wheel
loads, dimensions, and soil properties to be used
in connection with the given application.
Test case 1, Table 1. 0, was performed by the
Waterways Experiment Station (WES), Vicksburg,
Mississippi, under controlled 25% slip (sk 0.75)
(Ref. 18). The SWIP program applied to this test
condition produced the results shown in Tables 1. 1
through 1. 3a, which correspond to ~M ~ 99, 101,
and 102 deg. For intermediate values of ~M' such
as 99 deg :5 ~M :5 102 deg, there exists an infinity
of solutions satisfying Eqs. (238) and (239). The
indicated results correspond only to the bounding
values pertaining to a given sd of SM and sk =
0.75. Intermediate solutions were also obtained
but unfortunately lack of space precludes their
inclusion. As mentioned, these results have to
also satisfy Condition (245). This condition will
eliminate all those cases which do not meet the
boundary requirements referred to in Section VI-A.
rt was also found that for sk = 0.75 and ~M 98
deg and ~M ~ 107 deg, there are no other com-
patible solutions, thus indicating the fact that the
operational range on ~M is bounded and if a solu-
tion exists satisfying Condition (245), it must lie
within the r('sults given in Tables 1. I through 1. 3a.
The measured torque was M 600 Ib-in. and
the results indicate that this value is appropriately
bounded by the program output as shown. Addi-
tional rigid soil wheel tests were also checked
using the SWIP program. Particularly. in the
casp of W 1081b, P 30 Ib, and 25% slip
(Rd. 18), the m"asured torque was M 720
Ib-in. and also was satisfactorily approximated
and bounded.
In general, concerning the mobilizable soil
strength, it is typically assumed that the same c,
q,soil parameters apply to both the trailing and
leading regions. Any divergency between the lead-
ing and trailing limiting values of c and <jl to be
used is concerned with the question of how the soil
parameters c and q, are modified due to the dis-
turbance produced by the passage of the wheelis
leading edge or by other wheels along the same
track. For instance, with reference to the total
torque, a difference in q, values does not appear to
be very sensitive, as seen in Tables 1. 1 - 1. 3a
for q, = 42.3 deg and Tables 1. 4 - 1. 4a for q, = 35
deg. However, in order to satisfy Condition (245)
and thereby arriving at a con1plete solution, it rnay
be necessary to resort to different c, q, values for
the leading and trailing zones.
Hegarding the wheel slope performancf',
Table 1.0, case 2, the computer results arc
shown in Tables 2. I through 2.4a. First, it was
f()uncl that there are nu con1patible slope solutions
for a 25% slip as it occurs for (Y = 0 test. This
indicates that there is no analogy which relates
equivalent loading between horizontal and sloping
tests. Second, the slip perforn1ance for self-
propulsion (I" = 0) is a n1inirnum when 0' := 0 and
slip increases for increasing slope angle. When
both ~M and sk are varied, as shown, solutions
will be found between the values indicated. For
self-propulsion conditions, the horizontal leading
and trailing soil reactions are equal and of oppo-
site direction. The slope climbing energy re-
quirements are generally higher than for 0' = 0
due to the combination of larger torques and wheel
slippage.
A hypothC'tical application of the SWIP pro-
gram to the Apollo LRV flexible wheels is given
in case 3, Table 1. O. on the assumption of rigid
wheel behavior. Results shown in TablPs 3.1 to
3.2a represent self-propulsion conditions on a
level lunar soil surface. Results indicate that the
wheel operating range for this casp is within 10°;,
to 15% slip (sk 0.90 to O. (5). Calculations
also indicate that the wheels could not operate at
20% slip for 0' O. The soil-wheel rim interface
stress level is rather low «3 4 psi), and energy
requirements are not unlike the expected n10bility
performance for on-earth operation.
Case 4 (Table 1. 0) represents an application
of the SWIP prog ram to the Lunokhod -1 to in ve sti-
gate its mobility performance for a O. To this
effect, lLInar soil properties similar to those
applied to the Apollo LR V (case 3, Table 1.0) arp
considered. Under self-propulsion, it is assumed
the wheel load is approximatdy W c 35 lb (15.6
kg) (Ref. 25). The wheel radius scales roughly
R _ 10.0 in. (25.4 cm) and width B ~ 6 1/2 in.
(15.35 em). The wheel is assumpd to operate as
a rigid finite-width roller. A pattern of grousers
and a metal mesh covers the wheel riD1 which, on
g round contact, confines a soi 1 la ye r of an approxi-
mate thickness equivalent to the projecting grouser
lugs. This condition insures the soil-whed inter-
face mechanical properties are at least equivalent
to the lunar soil strength, thus eliminating any
uncertainty connected with the soil-whl'el inter-
face adhesion. Since the Lunokhod-l mobility
performance is independent of the wheel's surface
material, appropriate correlations of lunar soil
properties can be made utilizing its mobility per-
formance records in a lunar traverse.
The operational perfornlance of the Lunokhod-l
is shown in Tables 4. 1 and 4. lao Results refer to
~M 112 deg for 20% slip (sk O. (0). It is noted
that no compatible solutions were found for ~M c
110 deg and sk - 0.80.
A review of the results shown for the Apollo
and Lunokhod-l vehicles indicates that after
extending the plastic field up to the traction-free
surfaces, Condition (245) may be satisfied and a
complete solution defined. Further applications
of this program are planned to estimate the limit-
ing wheel slope climbing performance conditions
after incorporating Condition (245) (Part II).
2In this connection, vehicle nHJbility tests on sJopps indicate that the vehicle perforn1ance degracles with
incred-ing slope dngles, Test r"sults inrlicdt<, that slope tests cannot strictly be sirnulatecl by equiva-
l"111 '.\1]('(·1 axle ]O;;rlilJL; perfornH'rl on hori,ontal terrains (He£. 4).
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
(1) A comprehensive theory for the solution
of the soil-roller interaction problem has
been presented. This solution is appli-
cable to power-driven rollers moving on
horizontal or sloping soft soil surfaces
under quite general conditions of terrain
slope angles, soil properties (cohesion,
friction), and loading conditions including
gravitational effects.
(2) In this study, Part I, the method of solu-
tion satisfies both the roller velocity
(slip conditions) and equilibrium require-
ments within the active zones (Fig. 4).
The solution was prograITlITled for COITl-
puter use. The nature of the developed
soil-wheel interaction perforITlance
(SWIP) program is that it only outputs
bounding values of wheel perforITlance
parameters. In Part II, it will be shown
that these bounds can be narrowed further
and that, from the point of view of the
theory of plasticity, complete solutions
can be obtained which satisfy overall
equilibriuITl, velocity, and boundary con-
ditions, whic h include both the transition
and passive zones (Fig. 4).
(3) It is considered that a finite-width roller
also represents, on a first approxiITla-
tion, the performance of a rigid wheel,
which ITlust be verified by tests. LiITlited
application of the theory to rigid wheel
tests on level terrains indicates that
experiITlental results con1pare favorably
with theoretical predictions. Experi-
ITlents have to be perforn1ed considering
ITlobility on level and sloping soil sur-
faces, taking into consideration the
underlying concepts of the theory, as
forITlulated, particularly with regard to
(Fig. 4):
(a) Soil-wheel failure pattern on slopes.
(b) The existence and shifting of the bi-
furcation point M separating the
leading from the trailing pIa stic zone
along the soil-wheel interface ..
(c) The position of the leading and trail-
ing edge detac hITlent points Land N,
re spectively.
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(d) Laboratory determination and prac-
tical use of the soil parameters c
and ep as related to potential soil dis-
turbance affecting wheel perforn'1ance.
These are just a few of the many items
which must be considered before accept-
ing this or any other theory.
(4) The limiting soil- rolle r inte rface radial
and tangential (shear) stresses were
defined and it was found that the obliquity
angle of the resultant interface stresses
with respect to the radial directions
varie s along the rolle r rim.
(5) A general normalized energy Expression
(2.52.) was derived which is of practical
use for evaluating and correlating wheel
(vehicle) test results for slopes (0: ~ 0).
The nature of Expression (252) and
limited application of the theory (Tables
1. 1 - 1. 3a and Tables 2.1 - 2.4a) indi-
cate that the wheel thrust, torque, and
efficiency performances relate to the
particular slope 0:. This result points to
the fact that wheel tests using equivalent
norITlal and pull forces on horizontal and
sloping terrains do not represent siITlilar
loading systems since the state of stress
and limiting equilibrium conditions of a
soil slope and a level terrain are different.
Thus, horizontal wheel tests based on
equivalent loadings cannot be used to pre-
dict wheel slope clin1bing performance.
(6) A safety factor (SF) concept against wheel
immobili",ation is introduced which is
applicable to any driven rigid or flexible
wheel for varying loads and slopes. This
SF concept sets the framework for the
study of mobility as a basic mechanical
process whereby a safety nurnber can be
assigned to each of the commonly used
wheel efficiency perforITlance parameters.
(7) Regarding the validity of the theory, par-
ticularly its reliability, the proposed
method of solution has to be nlore exten-
sively evaluated by applying the computer
prograITl to a wider range of ITlobility con-
ditions, s lope angle s, load cOITlbinations,
soil properties, and wheel slip values.
VIII. RECOMMENDA TIONS
It is recoITlITlended that:
(1) The theory and computer prograITl devel-
oped for driven rigid rollers (wheels) on
soil slope s be extended to also include
towed rigid rollers (wheels).
(2) Both the driven and towed rigid wheel
solutions, referred to in (1) above, be
generalized to consider flexible driven
and towed wheels On soil slopes, thus
covering the whole spectrum of potential
wheel operations as may be applicable to
different mobility modes on planetary
surfaces.
(3) The solutions mentioned in (1) and (2)
above for single wheels be coupled to
consider the mechanical interaction
tween the wheels of a vehicle. Since each
\vheel of a vehicle systeITl is subjected to
varying loads, wheel slips, torque, ter-
rain slope s, and soil prope rtie s, predic-
tion of vehicle perforITlance requires
knowledge of coupled wheel D1echanical
behavior. This prograITl will assist in
(a) ITlodeling ve hic Ie -te rrain inte raction:
vehicle design configuration, safety factor
against iITlmo bilization, and powe r re-
quireITlents; (b) defining planetary vehicle
operation modes: route selection, deci-
sion risks, and data rate requireD1ents;
and (c) interpreting ITlobility operations
and test re suits.
(4) The results of the theory be verified and
validated by impleITlenting a comprehen-
sive soil-wheel interaction testing pro-
gram.
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APPENDIX
POSITIVE RATE OF DILAnON
A. Introduction
Drucker and Prager (Ref. 13) applied the con-
cept of plastic potential to Eq. (56) and derived
the stress-strain laws connected with the rigid
perfectly plastic material. On this basis, the
axial plane strain rates are
Next Eg. (A-2) will be determined in connection
with the strain rates derived from Egs. (A-4) and
(A-5).
B. Trailing Zone (£ i S rr/2)
For a generic trailing point (ij) (Fig. 10),
setting 8 .. = 8 in Egs. (42) and (43),
1 J
(
z
au
z
-az
~. [sin cj> - sin (26 + cj»J
~ [sin cj> + sin (26 + cj»J
(A-I)
(A-2)
V!. V' V! exp [(8 i - 8) tan <l>] (A-6)1 J 1
V~:'. V';' 0 (A-7)
1J
where II. is a positive factor of proportionability,
in general a function of time and position. For
steady state II. =' II. (x, z). The rate of dilation based
on Eqs. (A-I) and (A-2) is
and substituting Egs. (A-b) and (A- 7) in Egs. (AA)
and (A- 5) results in
E + E
X Z
II. sin cj> 2: 0 (A-3)
u
x
_V' sin 8
cos <j>
sin 8 r, J
- Vi cos <l> exp L(8 i - 6) tan <l>
(A_8)
From Eq. (A-3), for <l> > 0, .:i > O. Shield (Ref.
7) expressed the velocity components ux,uz of a
point at failurS; in ter~s of the slipline velocity
components V'" and V as follows:
u
z
V' cos 8
cos <l>
cos 6 [ JV! --", exp (8. - 8) tan <l>
1 cos 't' 1
(A-9)
V';' sin (6 + <j» + V' cos 8
cos <j>
With x, z coordinates of point (ij), 8 ij = 8 j =6:u
x
u
z
cos (8 + cj» - V' sin 8
cos cjJ (AA)
(A-5) 1 (Z - 201)e = tan- ----
x - xl
(A-IO)
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au
x
ax
E
X
v;
COS
l
<h exp [(8 i - 8) tan <l>J (tan 4> sin 8 - cos 8)~~
C. Leading Zone (Si ~ SM'
For a generic leading point (ij) (Fig. 10),
setting 8ij " gin Egs. (4S) and (49),
au
z
az
(A- II)
E
Z
V:.
I) V' " 0
(A-IS)
(A-19)
V:
- cos
1
4> exp [lei - 8) tan d] (tan 4> cos 8 t sin 8) ~~ Replacing Egs. (A-IS) and (A-19) in Egs. (A-4)and (A- 5), with 8 + 4> 8' + Tr/2,
(A- 12)
Substituting Egs. (A-B) and (A-14) in Egs. (A-Il)
and (A-IZ), respectively, Eg. (A-2) reduces to
From Eg. (A- 10). with x - xI
tan 4>] cos 8.
ae sin e
exp 88 - 8 i ) tan 4>Jax r.
1
ae cos e
exp 88 - 8i ) tan 4>JcJz r.
1
(A-13)
(A-14)
V,"
"' 18 + 4»u --- cos
x cos 4>
V'" sin 8'
[(8 bJ
1 8.) tan
cos 4> exp - 1
(A- 20)
V"''0'
sin Ie + <1»u
cos 4>z
V,:' cos e' [(6 - 0i) tan <l>J1cos <h exp
(A-21 )
Introducing Eg. (3S) in Eg. (A-IO), and with
Eg. (40),
With (x, z) coordinates of (ij),
r. COs
1
A..
1J
A..
1J
V.
1 13. tan ¢
1
V:
__.:..1- tan 4>
r j cos 4>
(A- IS)
au
x
ax
E
X
8.
1
_ I (z -Z z)
tan ---
x - x2
(A- 2Z)
or
A.
1
(A-16)
(A- 17) au
z
az
vtexp
E
Z
I(e - 8 j ) tan 4>J [_ 8J a8~ - tan <j> sin 8' -cos 4> cos ax
(A- 23)
(A-24)
Vt exp [(8 - 8i ) tan 4>J [
cos 4> .1 tan <l> cos 8' - sin
Equations (A-I "i), (A-Ib), and (A- 17) indi-
cate that under steady state conditions the dilation
rate A ij at a point (ij) reduces to the dilation Ai of
a point i on the soil-roller interface. Also for
<I> 0, Aii ~ 0, representing the incompressibility
condition ()f a Tresca material with c =0 shear
yield stress.
To satisfy Eg. (A-17), sin (ej - Pi) mllst be
greatE,r thew zero; this condition in general holds
true as may be verified graphically or analytically
in 1110st prClctical cases.
From Egs. (A-23) and (A-24) with x - xZ
ri exp [(8 - 8i) tan 4>] cos 8',
a8 sin8' I, l
dx - - '~ exp L(8i - 0) tan <l>J
1
(A- 25)
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cos e' r. 1
r. exp L(8 i - 8) tan cPJ
1
(A- 26) In particular, forrimpointi" M, 8M PM
and Eqs. (A-16l and (A-28) yield, with Eqs. (2.0)
and (23),
After substituting Eqs. (A-2.5) and (A-26) in Eqs.
(A-2.3) and (A-24), respectively, Eq. (A-2.) re-
duces to
(A-29)
Ji..
JJ
V,:'
1
cos <j> tan ¢
r.
1
(A-2.7)
.s.L
M
and with Eq. (46),
(A- 30)
or
To satisfy Eq. (A- 2), 10' + £i - Pil :': IT /2., which is
satisfied for 0 ~ Sk :s 1. O.
As for the trailing zone, Eqs. (A-27)and (A-2.8)
also indicate that the dilatiot; rate Jiij at point (ij)
reduces to the dilation rate fl.i at point i on the
soil-roller rim interface.
Ji ..
I J
Vi cos (O' + £i - Pi)
=--- . ( t ') tan <j>r sIn 0' + ",. - 8.
ill
~.
1
(A-2.8)
Consequently, as expected, since the state of stres
along the soil-roller interface is uniform and
continuous, the soil dilation rate at point M is the
same when approaching M along {ML)M or along
(MN)M (Fig. 4). Also, since Ai is proportional to ,
(rad/s), it would be of interest to verify to what
extent the theory of plastic potential (Ref. 13) is
applicable to the prediction of soil deformation Ul -
der conditions of steady-state rnotion. It is know
that for continued straining under unsteady condi-
tions the dilation predictions far exceed the rnea-
sured increments (Ref. 23).
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velocity arnl
NOMENCLATURE
R", radius of "<\> circle" (Fig. 13)
C roller center
B or b
c
ds, d Sl
E
ij
L
M
N
roller width
cohesion
elemental arc lengths along first and
second sliplines
soil-roller specific energy dissipa-
tion coefficient
energy input per unit time due to
moment M at roller axis
soil- roller energy dissipation
specific thrust force energy output
horizontal force soil reaction
center of instantaneous rotation
leading and trailing spiral poles
point on roller rim
point of intersection of i and
point along slipline
distance parallel to slope 0'
n,oment
normal load
r., r.
1 1
SF
SF
s
S, 5 r
T
V.
1
v,:', VI
1 1
W
x, z
z
13T ,73L
leading and trailing spiral radial
vectors of point i
safety factor related to P max
safety factor related to W max
slip %
first and second slipline curvilinear
coordinates
slip factor = 1 - s
thrust force
velocity compon"nts of point in x
and z directions
translational velocity of roller
center C
absolute velocity of point i
velocity components of point along
first and second sliplines
roller axle weight, vertical reaction
Cartesian coordinates
roller sinkage
terrain slope
angular orientation of II, 12 with
reference to x-axis (Fig. 5)
p,:, roller load per unit width
P
P
w
pull force on roller axle, parallel to
slope (P = bP':')
power consurnption per kilometer
Y soil unit volume weight
incren,ent
rate of dilation
p
R
R
e
stress parameter
stre s s resultant (soil- roller
interface)
roller radius
effective rolling radius
6.M
6
8
angle as defined in Eq. (15)
obliquity angle of q with respect to
a radial rolle r dir/ction
axial strain rates, x and z directions
stress parameter
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s·1
angular orientations of first and
second sliplines at point i
positive factor of proportionability
angular orientation of rirn point
(Fig. 2)
w
thrust efficiency
angular orientation of a vector
nornlal to a surface
angular velocity, rad/ s
p, p'
p.
1
T
angular orientation of rim point M
(Bifurcation point) (Fig. 4), deg
spiral radii of curvature for first and
second sliplines
angular orientation of velocity Vi of
rim point i
normal stress
shear stress
soil friction angle
Supe r sc ripts
L leading
T trailing
Subscripts
k see Section V-D
p passive
s spiral
T transition
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Table 1. O. Soil-wheel input data for SWIP prograITl application
I Loads Wheel Soil
Appli- Slip s, TorqueCase cation W, Ib P, Ib R, B, in. 0', y, eP, c, 0/0 M, RenlarksIn. deg Ib/in.3 deg psi lb-in.
I Horizontal 94. 0 35.0 13.95 12. 0 0 0.0584b 42. 3b O. 06 b 25 600 Tables 1. 1-
testa 1. 3a
94.0 35.0 13.95 12.0 a 0.0584 35. 0 0.06 See re- See re- Tables 1. 4~
ITlarks nlarks 1. 4a
I
2 Slope 100.3 () 13. 95 12. 0 20. 4 O. 0584 42. 3 o. 06 See re- See re- Tables 2. I- I
nlarks ITlarks 2.4a
I
3 Apollo LRV 60. 0 0 16. 00 10.0 0 O. 0 I 33. 0 0.05 See re- See re- Tables 3. I- I
nlarks ITlarks 3. 2a I
4 Lunokhocl-l 35. 0 0 10. 00 6. 5 0 O. 0 I 33.0 0.05 See re- See re- Tables 4. 1
nlarks ITlarks and 4. la
aReference 18.
bReference 24.
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Table 1. lao Horizontal test for SM = 99 and sk 0.75 (lower bound)
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Table 1. 2. Horizontal test for SM = 101 and sk 0.75 (upper bound)
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Table 1. 2a. Horizontal test for %M = 101 and sk
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Table 1.3. Horizontal test for SM =: 102 and sk 0.75 (upper bound)
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Table 1. 3a. Horizontal test for !;M = 102 and sk O. 75 (lowe r bound)
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XfY/= -4. (f,jj I~/= 1 I. L)4 14
x ~J~
-I.YIIU; /1'1 li. (,It ~ l
X' -4.hhMLt IL lO.lil!K
X r'll c.::: - ~. 5) ,'U I I' ,_" I I. 'i/KY
X"I i. ~1 (liM ! 1'1 J j ., I!Y
X,' ;'1= I. 4 ~~ Y /I""i 1\1 ~ 1h. 1 '142
" I ( ,_ 1= 1 1(). 1.. /"1 >--\ "1 (II =
H~ PI_ =
1. 1 " f' T =
-?] • i...;t:t i I,..JK(~L:::
-.4/H7 ""1'1=
4. 7 II. I "I KS 1_ = -', b. ,I I ~ T r I I A,_
I 1 • ~ I, ~ K '"'' \ T = - ~ I • I ) ~, rill 1\ 1_
t_ ~ 1\ I) \1\1 i J :::
(Kf',. ! \_ [1,1 (J=
-~!.YI\I)
-41.IJ!li j
-;, H: H [ 1 i )1\1 r i\ '_ ;.{ t P, C T I I J1\) ~:; ;'; -'
H <fJI:-: ) -:.,. -1 iit l ) IIKI.
II" " T = - I 't. I '1~' 'I" 1
-". ~ II /
-j ~. hi I'!
T II I 1\ ,_ 1_ ~ A I I 1'11; =
T III t~ I. r K t\ 11_ 1 1'1 l;:::
14.M2)!
-4Y.I{) J.'
"'1(;1
I. (,f
- )., • q h 1.1 "~I ~ 1_
"1. I 'l} W ,,1\/
,'WI). ~ 1~) I' fJl
, "4. / j J I 1'1"/
= - I ~ h • III, / Li T, J 1 41_
= Ill}.])4! TIII),I_
_ r=111) 11\ltJ :::
I KA I ,_ I"il,=
K .4YIIY
S'h ,hili!)
II Til'
·'1 , ,~ p
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Table 1. 4. Horizontal test for SM = 104 and sk
<"'~'II~PIIT PARAMFTI''''S':'':'':'
0.75 (upper bound)
I.'J,P,XIIM),SK =
ALPHA,~AMMA,PHI,C
R,f' =
94.0000
n.nooo
35.0000
.05H4
13.Y500
103.YY'JY
34.YYY'J
Il.000U
.750U
.UhOO
***STRESS PARAMETERS***
THETAILOP)= 147.0000
THETA 1M) 102.6787
THETAILU')=
THETAINN)
Y2.4864
38.3496
THFTA(MfJ)=
THETA(Nfl)=
47.6787
14.7468
PO
PI~
fJLL
PMN
.7616
.6260
fJML
fJNN
.Y8':>2
.3577
NORMAL STRESSES AT L,M,N
TAN~ENTIAL STRESSES AT L,M,N=
.2845
-.1940
1.1647
.463':>
.1637
.1742
***GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS***
CE~IHR OF INSTANTANf'UIJS RnTATllJN---
TRAILING SPIRAL POLf'---
LEAniNG SPIRAL POLE---
BIFURCATION PDI~IT---
LEADING f'nGE---
LEAnI~IG SPIRAL CODRnINATES---
TRAILING f'QGE---
TRAILING SPIRAL CODRlJINATES---
Xf' =
XPl=
XPl=
X"1 =
XL =
X"1 L=
XN =
X'"1N=
u.uouu
-2.1518
-5.4226
-3.3748
-5.48Y4
-5.65U8
4.35'J8
7.43Y7
ZK =
ZPI =
ZP2=
ZM =
ZL =
ZMI_=
ZN =
ZMN=
10.4625
8.0YY4
1l.2867
13.5356
];>.8245
16.54UY
13.2':>12
15.61:17Y
X I (L )= I I 3 • 1730 XI (N)= 71.7880
***VERTICAL REACTION***
WKPL= -17.3331 WKGL= 3.4031 WKSL= -31.6086 TOTAL LEADING = -45.5386
WKPT= 2.2742 WKGT= 13.0597 WKST= -63.6575 TOTAL TRAILING= -41:1.3235
***HORIZONTAL REACTION***
HKPL= 23.1116 HKL
HKPT= -15.6881 HKT
-7.7770
-34.6464
***MUMENTS"**
TlJTAL LEAOING =
TOTAL TRAILING=
15.3346
-50.3346
MGL
W;T
-2;> .34RO MSL
32.6770 MST
272.3250 MPL =-244.5668 TOTAL lEADING = 5.41Ul
332.9537 MPT = 242.4732 TOTAL TRAILING= 60H.I040
TOTAL H1ROIJE 613.514J LA-INCHES =
FM,f'T,THRIIST EEFICIENCY=
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-477
.3723 .5YhH
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Table 1. 4a. Horizontal test for ~M " 104 and sk O. 75 (lowe r bound)
l-J,P,XIIMI,SK =
ALPHA ,r;Ao1f-IA ,PHI ,C
R,R =
94.0()()0
0.0000
3').0000
.OSH4
13.YSOO
103. y'J'1'1
34.'1'1'1'1
12.00UU
.7S00
.01>00
***STRESS PARAMETERS***
THETAILnp)= 14R.4h17
THETAIMl 1f)2.h7R7
THE r A ( I_U') =
THETAINN)
'16.33'13
32.71>3H
lHETAIMP)=
THETAINnl=
47.67H7
;>1.2900
PI1
P~I
.2009
.'131.3
PLL
PMN
.71 A 3
• ')441>
.96 '11
.26.,9
NIIRI1AL STR>'SSf'S AT L,M,N
TAN~ENTIAL STRESSES AT L,M,N=
• ;>444
-.137'1
1.131.,
.45U
.0933
.1753
CF"TfR flF !NSTA~ITANFlllJS f{lJrAT!lIN---
TRAILIN~ SPIRAL pnLE---
IJAI1I~I~ SP!KAL PfILF---
HIEtlRCAT Irl~1 POINT---
U':AOIW; Fnr;E---
LFi\I)I~J~ SPIRAL COflRIJINATES---
TPAllIN~ EOGf'---
TRi\ILIN~ SPIRAL CnflROINATES---
XR =
XPI=
XP2=
XI., =
XL =
XML=
Xi'! :::
XMN=
0.0000
-2.15Ib
-5.4226
-3.374H
-5.5HK7
-6.0313
5.30~n
H.H5'J4
ZR =
ZPI=
ZP2=
lM =
ZL =
ZMI_ =
ZN =
ZMN=
10.4625
R.09Y4
11.2H67
13.')356
12.7H15
1h.7657
12.'10U5
1').lH5H
XIIU= 113.hI74 XI IN) =
***VERTICAL REACTInN***
UKPl= -1'>.4021 YK~L= 4.0320 WKSL= -34.')012 TnTAl lEAnING = -4h.H713
~KPT= 2.7157 WK~T= 1h.01B1 WKST= -1>5.,)95H TOTAL TRAILING= -46.H61Y
***HnRIZflNTAL REACTrI1N***
HKPL= ;>'>.07R4 HKL
HKPT= -13.2243 HKT
-6.9340
-39.9200
TOTAL I_EAflING = 1H.1443
TOTAL TRAILING= -53.1443
MCL
~1\'T
-75.5632 MSL
')7.2253 MST
2RO.4473 MPL =-277.4'1H4 TOTAL LEAOIN~ = -22.1>143
3h4.2121 MPT = 207.2344 TOTAL TRAILING= 1>23.1>71'1
TOT AL TnRfllJ E h01.f)')75 lH-INCHES = R3.09'13 KG-METERS
FM,FT,THRIISl /,FFICIf'NCY= • I> 111 .3723 .1>0'12
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Table 2.1. Wheel performance on slope for SM
*"*INI'IJT f'ARAMETE><S""*
110 and sk 0.55 (upper bound)
W,P,XllM),St<. =
ALPHA,GAMMA,I'HI,C
R,R =
100.3000
20.41~9
0.0000
.05H4
I 3. <J5()O
10'1. '1'1'1'1
43.1'1'1'1
12.0()()U
.5500
.Of,OO
***STRESS f'ARAMFTERS***
THETAlLOP)= 135.4994
THETA 1M) IOR.4RA3
THtfA(LUJ)=
THETAINNI
'oI1.H32'1
tH.260'1
THETAIM")=
THFTAINO)=
61.611H3
43.3H03
PO
PM
.2025
1.0314
PLL
PWj
• H4 75
.9135
I. U':>65
.7011
NORMAL STRESSES AT L,M,N
TANGENTIAL STRFSSES AT L,M,N=
.4372
-.46')4
.lJ':> lJ4
.706U
.5715
.4 -(')4
***GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS.**
(FNTFR OF INSTANTANEUUS ROfATIUN---
TRAILING SPIRAL POLF---
LEArHNG SPIRAL POLE---
BIFURCATION POINT---
LEArlIN(; FOGE---
LEADING SPIRAL CUOROINATES---
TRAILING FrlGE---
TRAIUN(; SPIRAL ([)(IROINATES---
XR =
XPI=
XP2=
XM =
XI_ =
Xf~ L=
XN =
XMN=
-2.6764
-5.11lJ7I
-10.37lJI
-'1.0442
-IU.4161
-10.5774
-4.030lJ
-3.5423
lH =
lPI=
lP2=
lM =
lL =
lMI_ =
IN =
lMN=
7. 1905
1.2107
8.1417
10.6209
'1.2793
12.7547
13.354'o1
16.5337
XIlt)= 117.RR75 XI INl=
***VERTICAL REACTION***
WKPL= -19.2240 WKGL=
WKPT= -13.2269 WKGT=
1.9010 WKSL= -71.9923 TOTAL LEAniNG = -39.3153
6.13R2 WKST= -54.3763 TOTAL TRAILING= -61.4650
***HORIZONTAL REACTION"**
HKPL= 19.0691 HKL -3.2536 TOTAL LEAnING = 15.H154
HKPT= -11>.2'101 HKT .4747 TIlT AL TI{AILING= -15.HI54
***MOMENTS**"
MGL -?l.1603 MSL 21>1.fHl61 MPL -'1.948'1 TIlTAL LEAIlING = 23u.77f,H
MGT -3A.5212 MST 244.575R MPT 294.5256 TOTAL TI{AILING= 50U.511U3
TOTAL TORnlJE' 731.3572 LH-1NCHfS = 101.113'1 K(;-METERS
EM, ff, THRIJST EFFICIENCY= 1.0140 .3722 .3670
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Table Z. lao Wheel performance on slope for SM
"'**fNPIlT PARAMFTtRS***
110 and sk 0.55 (lower bound)
w,P,XlfM},SK =
ALPHA,GAMMA,PHf,C
R,R =
100. ::lOOO
20.41')9
0.0000
.051'14
13.'i500
lll'i. 'i'iYY
43.1YYY
12.0UUU
.550U
.UhOU
***SfRtSS PA~AMFTERS***
THFTAIUIP)= 137."'>OY THErAlll.p)= 100.721,3 (HEfA(MP)= 61.6HH3
THFTAIN) 101'1.':'1'11'13 rHETA(NNJ 14.00"-( rHF TA (ND J= ':> 1. U,6U
PI)
.2025 PLI. .670h PM'_ .464H
PM .cHHI P",N • 733 7 PNN .42U7
NrJRMAL STRtSSFS AT L,M,N
TANGENTIAL STRFSSES AT L,M,N=
.241'i
-.271'17
.317M
.2H53
***r,EUMETRfC PARAMErEKS***
GFi\ITFR flF fNSTANTANf'UlJS RIHIITIUN---
TRAILING SPIRAL pDLF---
lFhflINr, S"(I~AL PDLF---
K I FIIRCAT HlN pIlINT---
LEA/)ING 1'/)(;/:---
LEAnING S"IKAL CIJ[IR/)INATFS---
TRA II. fNG 1'11(;1'---
TRAIUW; SPIRAl. ClHIRlJfNATFS---
Xfl =
XPI=
XP2=
XM =
Xl =
X'~ L=
XN =
XMN=
-2.676'>
-">.H'/n
-IU.37'/(
-Y.0442
-10.5634
-11.373'>
-2.31'>Y
-I. IOilY
ZR =
1Pl=
lP2=
1M =
1L =
lMl =
IN =
ZMI\I=
7. l'iOS
1.2107
H.14n
10.h209
9.1113
13.3HilO
13.7,)h4
17.4M3H
x f (N) = 79.140:1
***VERTICAI. REACTION***
WKPl= -17.33H5 WKGL= 3.11'153 WKSL= -27.51'100 TOTAL lEAIIING = -41.73Y3
WKPT= -11.0'/54 WKr,T= 11.0070 WKST= -5H.5h7H TUTAl TRAILING= -51'1.651,3
***HIIRf71INTAL REACT(llN""""
HKPL= ?2.9HH5 HKL
HKPT= -11,.4917 HKT
-1.2492
-5.2475
***MO'~ENTS***
TOTAL U:Allli\ll; = 21.7393
TOTAL TRAILING= -21.73'/3
MGL
MGT
-'\4.0IH4 MSI.
-':>6.1329 MST
307.4669 MPL
<'42.IHM MIJT
-70.'/h31 TOTAL LEAOING = 202.4il53
2A3.?H6 TOTAL TRAILINI;= 469.3271
1,71.1'1124 LH-(NCHES = 92.HHL,> KG-METERS
50
FM,Er,THRIlST EFFICIENCY= .9'\15 .3722 .,Y,/5
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Table 2.2. Wheel perforITlance on slope for ~M
***INPlJT ;>ARAI~ETERS*'""
110 and sk 0.65 (upper bound)
W,P,XI(M),SK =
ALPHA,GAMMA,PHI,C
R,K =
100.3000
20.41')9
0.0000
.05K4
13.9500
I (J9.'i'1'1'1
43.199'1
I<'.O(JU(J
.650U
.UbO\)
***srRESS ;>A~AMErE~S***
THE TA ( 1_ Of> ) =
THETA 1M)
134.7457
116.9512
THtrA(LU'}=
THI:'T A(NN I
THF.TAIMP)=
I HE TA(NO I =
70.1512
44.!l')U2
PO
PM
.2025
1.t:H8
I'LL
PMN
1.0312
1.0572
I .14':> 7
.ti3'1H
NORMAL STRESSES AT L,M,N
TANGtNTIAL STRESSES AT L,M,N=
.h401
-.62')':>
1.2H5U
.7437
CENTER OF INSTANTANEOUS Ror4TION---
TRAILING SPIRAL POLF---
LEADING SPIRAL POLE---
RIFlJRCATlflN POINT---
lFADING FOGE---
LEAOING SPIRAL COnROINATES---
TRAILING EDGE---
TRAILING SPIRAL COlJROINATES---
XR =
XP1=
XP2=
XM =
Xt =
XMl=
XN =
XMN=
-3.163U
-5.1566
-10.<'56'1
-9.0442
-IU.0497
-9.H667
-4.H45H
-4.7345
ZI:I =
lP1=
ZP2=
lM =
lL =
ZML =
Z~I =
lMN=
H.4979
2.'1751
7. 2h 15
IU.h2U9
9.6749
11.H075
13 .OH 12
Ih.70\)6
XlfLl= 11').h725 XI (N) = H9.9106
,,**vtRTICAL REACTI[jN*"*
W~PL= -1').0300 WKGL=
WKPT= -19.9701 WKGT=
.71l4 W~SL= -13.4206 TOTAL LF.AOING = -27.7392
6.3684 WKST= -')Y.1700 TOTAL TRAIlING= -72.7717
***HORIZONTAl RtACTION***
HKPL= ll.9136 HKL
HKPT= -19.7495 HKT
-2.09l5
9.8674
***MOMENTS***
TOTAL LEADING =
TIlTAl TRA IL ING=
MGl
MGT
-8.5330 MSl
-47.8072 MST
157.1346 Mpl
214. ')3hO MpT
?O.H12R TOTAL LEADING = 169.4144
391.0730 TOTAL TRAILING= 562.HUIA
TOTAL TflROUE 732.2163 L~-INCHES = 101.2327 KG-METERS
FM,Er,THRlJST EFFICIENCY=
JPL Technical MeITloranclum 33-477
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Table 2. 2a. Wheel perforITlance on slope for SM
'"**INPuT f'ARAMFTcKS<'**
llO and sk 0.65 (lower bound)
W, P ,x I 1M) ,SI< =
ALPHA,GAMMA,PHI,C
R,H =
100.3000
20.4159
0.0000
.05H4
13.'1500
lU'-I.'I'Iyy
43.1'1'1'1
12.UlJUU
.h5lJU
.0600
***STRESS PARAMETERS***
THETA/LOP)= 134.5A18
THFTA(MJ Ilh.'I5Il
THETA/LLPI=
THffAINNI
8'-1.0328
84.9370
THETAIMP)=
THETA/NO)=
7U.1512
48.1827
PU
PM
.2025
1.0320
.9014
.9366
PML
PNN
I.05l7
.67':>6
NORMAL STRESSfS AT L,M,N
TANGENTIA~ STKESSES Af L,M,N=
.4 '17 3
-.5148
1.1661
.67H2
.592'-1
.467 I
Cf~ITFR flF I~JSTANTANflJIJS RIlTATIUN---
TRAILING SPIRAL POLE---
LEADING SPIKAL POLE---
fllFIJRCATlflN PUINT---
LEADING FDGf---
LEADING SPIRAL COflROINATES---
TkAILINr; f'D(;F---
TRAILING SPIKAL CnORufNATfS---
Xfl =
X PI =
XP2=
XM =
XI. =
XMI.=
XN =
XMN=
-3.163U
-5.1566
-10.256'1
-'I.U442
-10.21'11
-IU.1747
-4.242'1
-3.8774
ZH =
ZPl=
ZP2=
ZM =
ZL =
ZML=
ZN =
ZMN=
8.4'-179
2.9751
7.2615
10.62U9
'I.4'-15H
12.127H
13.28'-11
17.4139
XIIL)= 116.6R53 X 1/ N) = H7.2'-111
***VERTICAL REACTION***
WKPL= -15.6411 WKGL=
WKPT= -IA.3141 WKGT=
1.1163 WKSL= -16.02h2 TOTAL LEAIJIN(; = -3U.5':>10
A.2754 WKST= -5'1.hH36 TOTAL TkAILING= -6'-1.7223
***HflRlltJNTA'_ RtACT!ON***
HKPL= 14.1199 HKL
HKPT= -19.R063 HKT
-1.7R'-I1i
7.4762
***MIIMENT S***
TIlTAL I.EArJlNG = 12.33UO
TOTAL TkAILING= -12.330U
MGL
MGT
-IZ.RIOI MSL
-5;>.2301 MST
lA3.1972 MPL
212.A244 MPT
6.3445 TOTAL LEADING =
3HO.43'-12 TOTAL TkAILING=
176.7316
541.0335
TUTAL TOROIJF 717.7h'l1 LA-INCHES = 99.234{ KI;-METEkS
FM,FT,THRIJST EFFICIFNCY= • R4? 1 .3722 .4420
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Table 2.3. Wheel perfornlance on slope for ~M 105 and sk O. 65 (uppe r bound)
W, f' , x I (M J ,SK =
ALPH~,GAMMA,PHI.C
R,R =
le)(J.3000
20.41')'1
n.ouon
.0':>R4
13. y,:>nu
I U4.'1,-),-),-)
43.1'1'1'-)
12.UUUu
.6'>OU
.U6U\)
***STRESS PARAMETERS***
THFTAI~np)= 140.616~
THFTA(~" 10b.':>41b
TH':fAILU')=
THEfA(1\l1\l1
':16.14'-)'>
U).h':>U~
lHHAIMP)=
I HE TI\ (NO J =
5'1.7416
37.~331
PIJ
p~,
.2U25
l.n':>6?
PLL
PMN
• K 541
.'1376
PM'_
PNN
1.0'-)UI
.7313
NORMAL STR~SStS AT L,M,N
TANGENTIAL STRESSES AT L,M,N=
.2'1'12
-.-3172
.55711
.4913
***Gf'llMETRIC PARAMEff'RS**~'
CENTER m: II~STANTANEIJUS ROT4T1UN---
TRAILING SPIRAL POLE---
LFAnlNG SPIRAL POL~---
KIFtlRCATIrlN POINT---
LFAIlINl; i'nr,E---
LEAnING SPIKAL COfIRIlINATFS---
TRAILING [OGt---
TRAILING SPIKAL COllRIlINAlES---
XR =
XP1=
xP~=
XM =
XL =
XML=
XN =
XMN=
-3.163u
-5.M':>b,-)
-':I.3Rl'-)
-R.OR41
-':I.5U1H
-':1.':1371
-3.57'-)3
-2.':1136
LR =
ZPI=
ZP2=
ZM =
ZL =
lMI_ =
LN =
ZMN=
13.4':179
3.R767
'1.1441
11.16R7
W.2UilO
13.H3'>1
13.4R~'1
Ih.;.>HR3
XI(U= 112.,:>.,nl x I (N) =
**'"VERTICAL REACTlnN*"*
WKPL= -lR.7MYO WKGL=
WKPT= -11.n~3H WKGT=
2.3l75 WKSL= -26.9h40 TOTAL '_EAIlINl; = -43.43':>4
4.967':> WKST= -51.26131 TIlTAL TkAILING= -':>-1.3<'4'>
*""HORIZIlNTAL RI::ACT[IlN~,**
H~PL= 22.2113 H~L
HKPT= -16.1693 HKT
-3.0039
-3.0380
***MOM>:NTS***
TUTAL U:AIlINl, = 1'1.2u13
T01AL TMAILINl,= -1'1.2U73
MGL
MGT
-n.9015 MSL
-27. 3 353 MS T
28K.191R Mf'L
25A.0377 MPT
-H~.H012 TIJ1AL LEADINt; = IHIJ.UR'l1J
277.?~76 TIlTAL TkAILING= 5U7.'l3'1Y
TIlTAL TrlROlJE 6RR.O~A9 LR-INCHES = '15.123':> KG-METEMS
FM,ET,THRIJST Ef'f'ICIENCY=
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Table 2. 3a. Wheel performance on slope for SM
***INPUT ~ARAMETERS***
105 and sk 0.65 (lower bound)
\oi,P,XI(MI,SK =
ALPHA,GAMMA,PHI,C
R,B =
100.3000
20.41':i9
0.0000
.() 584
13. Y500
104.9Y'i'i
43.IY'i'i
12.UUUU
.050U
.uoOU
***SfRESS PARAMETERS***
THETA I LOP)= 144.6045
THETAIM) 106.5416
TH~TAILLP)= 111.9612
THETAINN) 6U.H132
THETAIMP)=
THETA(NO)=
59.7410
50.573"
PU
PM
.2025
.flY2'>
PLL
PMN
• 5905
.6214
PM'.
PNN
• '1742
.231.7
~'fIRMAL STR":SSi"S AT L,M,N
TANGENTIAL STRESSES AT L,M,N=
.123b
-.0344
.bb6b
.bUb"
.122 U
.1522
***GEUMETRIC PARAMETERS***
CENTER 0": INSTANTAN":UUS RUfATIUN---
TRAILING SPIRAL POLE---
U-AnING SPIRAL POLi"---
KIFIJRCATIIIN POINT---
LEAniNG FDGE---
LEAniNG SPIRAL COCJRnINAHS---
TRA II. ING tIlGE---
TRAILING SPIRAL COURDINATE<;---
XH =
XPl=
XP2=
XM =
XL =
XM L=
XN =
XM N=
-3.163U
-5.b5b'i
-'i.3bl'i
-H.Ub41
-9.726tJ
-11.b4bb
-.2333
2.20':d
Lli =
LPI=
lP2=
lM =
lL =
lML=
IN =
lMN=
H .4'17'1
3.R767
Y.1441
11.36b7
9.9995
14.7055
13. Y4liU
IH-313Y
XIILl= 113.7920 xI (N) = 70.5424
***VERTICAL REACTIUN***
WKPL= -14.2141 WKGL= 4.9177 WKSL= -36.94U7 TOTAL LEAIJING = -46.2371
WKPT= -0.3'139 WKGT= 14.5754 WKST= -02.3044 TOTAL TRAILING= -54.lb2'1
"**HORIZONTAL REACTION**"
HKPL= 79.1"73 HKL
HKPT= -14.7801 HKT
2.582U
-10.9292
*'f*MiJMEN TS"' *"
TUTAL LEADING = 31.7094
TOTAL TRAILING= -31.7094
MGL
~IGT
-44.7b84 MSL
-45.3722 MST
338.9945 MPL =-213.31U3 TUTAI. LEADING =
317.9378 MPT = 235.H24b TOTAL TRAILING=
bO.b9,)7
50b.3904
TOTAL TORQlIE 589.2861 LH-INCHES ~ Hl.47ttJ KG-METERS
FM,fT,THRUST UEICIENCY~ .0913 .3722 .')3 li3
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Table 2.4. Wheel performance on slope for ~M
***INPUT PARAMETERS***
105 and sk 0.70 (upper bound)
w,P,XIIM),SK =
ALPHA,GAMMA,PHI,C
R,B =
100.3000
20.41~9
0.0000
.0~84
13.Y500
104.9'199
43.IYY9
12.UUUU
.7000
.0600
***STRESS PARAMETERS***
THFTAILOPI= 140.101~
THFTA(M) 111.4400
THETAILLPI=
THtrAINN)
95.0272
7Y.0130
THETA (MfJ) =
THETA INfl)=
64.6400
39.677Y
PI)
PM
.2025
1.0613
Pl!.
PMI~
.f\fl75
.9562
IlML
PNN
1.0'126
.7353
NORMAL STRESSES AT L,M,N
TANGENTIAL STRESSES AT L,M,N=
.3302
-.3545
1. HHI~
.7009
.5ROI
.4950
***GEUMETRIC PARAMETERS***
CENTER OF INSTANTANEOUS ROTATIUN---
TRAILING SPIRAL POLE---
LEADING SPIRAL POLE---
RIFURCATION POINT---
LEAOING FOGE---
LEAnING SPIRAL COOROINATES---
TRAILING EDGE---
TRAILING SPIRAL COORUINATES---
XR =
XPI=
XfJ2=
XM =
XI =
XML=
XN =
XMN=
-3.4063
-5.4IH\4
-Yo 324~
-1\.0841
-Y.4567
-9.742U
-3.806tl
-3.IH5b
ZB =
ZPI=
ZP2=
ZM =
lL =
ZML=
ZN =
lMN=
9.1516
4.75 HH
!I.751H
11.3687
10.2553
13 .4YHH
13.4205
16.6198
XI(L)= 112.2640 XI (N 1= !l5. 420 3
***VERTICAl REACTION***
WKPL= -17.6474 WKGL=
WKPT= -13.3298 WKGT=
1.8740 WKSL= -23.7603 TIlTAL LEADING = -3Y.5337
5.6038 WKST= -53.0616 TOTAL TRAILING= -60.7876
***HfIRIZONTAI. REACTION***
HKPl= 19.6827 HKL
HKPT= -17.9479 HKT
-2.2556
.520R
***MllMENTS***
TOTAL LEADING = 17.4271
TOTAL TRAILING= -17.4271
MGL
MGT
-18.6533 MSL
-31.2311 MST
24R.9197 Mill
237.8679 MPT
-65.3f135 TOTAL lEADING =
3I7.25~3 TOTAL TRAILING=
I64.8!129
523.8Y20
TOTAL TnROlH' 688.7750 lR-INCHES = 95.2267 KG-METERS
EM,FT,THRIIST EFFICIENCY=
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Table 2.4a. Wheel performance on slope for SM
*':"'1 NfJlJT >-'A~AMFTF~S'";'''
105 and sk 0.70 (lower bound)
W,P,XIIMI,SK =
ALPHA,GAMMA,f'HI,C
R,H =
100.3000
20.4159
0.0000
.05H4
13.9500
104.999'7
43.1YY'7
12.UUUU
.700U
.060U
***STRESS PARAMFfERS***
THFTAILOP)= 142.3620
THFTAIMI 111.4400
THETAILLfJ)= I06.412H
THEfAINN) 67.230H
THETAIMfJ)=
THETA(Nll)=
64.6400
50.6741
prl
PM
.2025
.9102
.65R I
.70H6
.'7738
.34H5
~J11RMAL STRESSFS AT t,M,N
TANGFNTIAL STRfSSFS Af t,M,N=
.1604
-.12 J 7
1.01ul
.6Ul1
.2]114
.2292
CFNTFR OF INSTANTANEOUS RflTATIlIN---
TRAII_ING 5>-'IRA'_ POU'---
LFADING SPIRAL PIILE---
HIFllRCATlflN PIIINT---
LFAnINr; FnGE---
LfAJlIIli(; SPIKAL C/JlIKOINATES---
TRA I LI NG F/lr;F---
TRAIl_IlliG SPIRAI_ CIlilRIJINATES---
XR =
XPl=
XP2=
XM =
XI_ =
XML=
XN =
XMN=
-3.4063
-5.48H4
-9.3245
-8.U841
-Y.69'77
-1 U. Y4 71
-1.6729
.IH37
Zf< =
lfJI=
ZP2=
ZM =
ZL =
ZML=
ZN =
ZMN=
Y. 1 'i 16
4.75!:l8
8.7518
11.3687
10.02511
14.2607
13.8493
11-\.?72H
XIILI= 113.6369 XI (,~ I =
WKPL= -15.15112 WKGL= 3.651R WKSL= -31.02H7 TOTAL LEADING = -42.5350
WKPT= -9.1669 WKGT= lZ.175H WKST= -60.40]5 TOTAL TRAILING= -57.3926
HKPl= 24.R834 HKl
HKPT= -17.3956 HKT
1.1439
-R.63l7
***MOMENTS**"
TOTAL LEADING = 26.0273
T/JTAl TRAILING= -26.0273
-33.9626 MSL
-4R.9456 M5T
292.410R MPL =-14H.4692 TllTAl lEADINr; =
2R5.0673 MPT = 2HY.6205 TOTAL TRA II_IN(;=
109.97H9
525.7422
TllT AL TORL1IIE 635.7212 LH-INCHFS = 87.H917 KG-MFTERS
56
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Table 3.1. Wheel performance for Apollo LRV for ~M
,;,,;,,;, I ~I PI IT "A ,{ M-1 F T ~ i<. S ,;,,;,,;,
105 and sk 0.85 (upper bound)
\"P,X\{M),SK =
ALPHA,GAMI'1A,PHI,C
R,K =
hO.OOO()
n.onl)n
o.oono
.n Ino
Ih.nono
104.'1'1'1'1
3!.YYY'i
IU.uUULJ
• H'JI)t)
.o')ou
***STi<.FSS ~A~AMFT~~S***
THFTA (I_m;)= 1')2.0()47 THtfA(L'_f')= 10 l. 737Z lH~rA(I~p)= "".Kln
THFTA(MI 1??R772 THUAINNJ 1-,4.4247 TH~TAUIII)= 7 1t. 37Uh
PO .lhqO P LI_ .4f,h4 f'M'. • 'iL 5Y
PM .'i()57 PM~I .4771 >'~I" .41 '17
~111RMAL C,TR~SSr:S liT '_,M,N
TANGENTIAL STi<.r:SSFS AT L,M,N=
.141'1
-.0574
.hK'd
.UY'iM
***G~UMFTRIC PA~AMFfFi<.C,***
J'. hlJllI1
10.Cll07
JIJ.3h4!
15.454H
14.(\'117
IH.K71l1
J ~. '15 ft!
)U.?,71-,?
IK =
I f'l =
If'/=
1M =
IL =
1 M' =
l~' =
/MI\i=
II. U()IIU
-I.! U4')
-f,. Lt) I ]
-4.1411
-7.':>7"11
-Cl. O(,L I
1. !11'iL
:-1. V,>"
XL
X'1 L =
X ~I =
Xl~ I'J=
R'HI\TIII~I--- XH =
Xf'I=
X f'2=
Xr>1 =
C F~iT ~ R 11 ~ ] I~ C, TMiT A~I F1)I)S
TRAILJ~IG C,PIRIII_ PIILF---
LFAOINr~ SPli<.AL PIILt---
KIFIiRCATIIII\1 PIIIhIT---
LF"OING Ff)GF---
LFAOI~I(; SD IKAL Cllrlf:ll]r'!ATFS---
TRA 11_ I~Ir, FI)(;~---
TRAII_IW-; SP\RAI_ UlflH\)I~IATFS---
X I (N) =
NKP~= -h.7Y7h WK(;L=
WKPT= -4.nln" WKGT=
1. Il ., h WKC, l = - 7 1. 'I 'w 3 11 \1 A ,_ '_ F1\ 11 ! ~II, = -21 • hi,,'''
1.741H ',K,T= -?Y.Klh'J TIITAL Tk~I'-I~'I,= -'''/.14',1
HKP'-= Ih.34hZ HKl
HKPT= -14.Hh7K HKT
I. P, 7 Z,'
- 3. 3,>l)h
TIHA'- \_~A'11"(' =
TIITAL Tkll 11_ I~II,=
lK.n>;4
-IK.n>;4
-7.2~5q M5L
-.2,)2h MST
I~R.qh?9 MPL =-2lJ.'ihK2 TIllA'. U':Alll~lI, =
In. 2 q R9 N"T = 2 h 1. hI)] K Till t\ L Tk" 11_ IN" =
-h1.K512
71l."4KI
I). UOllI)
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Table 3. lao Wheel performance for Apollo LRV for gM 105 and sk 0.85 (lower bound)
\-I,P,XI(M).SK =
ALPHA,GAMMA,PHI.C
R,K =
AO.OOOO
0.0000
o.oono
.0 100
1 A. ()(I 0 I)
]1)4.YYYY
"-li. Y'JCjY
) ().lJlJU()
• M" [)lJ
.11'>00
***STRFSS JARAMFT~~S***
THFTAIUIP)= II',O.H'l13 TH t' f A I L ,_ f' ) = 12{'.4AI5 lHFfA(I'[P)= A'),K722
THFTAI"1) 1?l.R7?2 TH ~ T A ( N"') 44.7AA7 J H" TI, (1\[ [I ) = ] h. ')1141
f'11 .IAYO p 1_1_ .4040 f''1 I_ .4M4Y
PM .4.,f)j PM~I .3Q2A fJNN .31 I!
I\lfIR'ILlL SfRt'"St'S AT '_.1".1\,
TA~GFNTIAL STkFSS~S AT L,M.N=
• 1103
.03H3
.AlJIY
.llKbY
CF~ITFR (IF II~SfMITA~JFIIIJS RI1T~TII)I\J--­
TRI\IU~IG SfJII<AL PIIIJ---
LFMHN(; SPIRAI_ PIIL,o---
KIFIIRCAT 1f)i\1 PIIII\I f---
L FAr)] N(; ,ol)(;t ---
L F AI I 1i\1 G SP I 1< A,_ cr II ) '< III 1\1 A T I' S- --
TRA 11_ 11\1(; FIII;t'---
TR~IUNG SfJJkAL C()()RIJII\(!\T~S---
XK =
XfJl=
X fJ2=
X,'j =
XI_ =
X'~ L =
X~I =
XM I~=
IJ.lllJUU
-I. /04')
-A.4211
-4.1411
-K.4"~U
-lI'.10h'1
3.5Yhh
K.2:Hld
LK =
Lf'I=
1f'7=
livi =
L ,_ =
LI~I_ =
1 \1 =
L~IN=
Ii. AIJUI)
I IJ, Y lUI
1(\ .i"4;;
I" .4':>4'l
n.')I!!
1'I. -1 027
1". ',YII')
70.11"4
X I (hi) = -17.lJOY6
WKPl= --o.04IA WKGl=
WKPT= .AIY4 WK~T=
7.1><01 WK51_= -71.YIII TIIIAI_ 1_f'I\I)I~II; = -;;K.K31111
-0.5441 WKST= --0').1431 TrlT"L Tf<I\II_INf,= -3IJ.YIY"
HKPl= ?n.HH5! HKL
HKPT= -15.3401 HKT
7 • .,nll;>
-) -o.04~7
TIJTAL U:~IJI~I(, =
TlIT~IL lKilll_ll\lf;=
2H.OlH54
-iK.3H~4
-trl.347A HSL
I. "YK7 '15 T
I A4 • 3 ~ i I, MP ,_ = - 3 ) 3. I O'J Y TIII 111_ U'A 11 I ~I (, = - I ., Y • A Y7 Y
7'1.30!>" l"ifJT = ;;IY.1133 TIIIIIL TKJ\ IL 11\11;= :1A(),O-I~1
58
Inn.3R07 lrl-INCHFS
.74""
?7 • 703 A K (;- MF1 FRS
1).OOll\)
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Table 3.2. Wheel performance for Apollo LRV for SM
***INPUT PARAMFTERS***
105 and sk O. 90 (uppe r bound)
W,P,XI(Ml,SK =
AlPHA,GAMMA,PHI,C
P, R =
1,0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
.0 100
Ih.()O()O
104. YYYY
32.Y99Y
lU.UOOU
.YOUO
.D')OU
***STRESS PARAMETERS***
THFTA (I_OP)=
THFTAIM)
149.3241
132.7096
THErA(L'_PI=
THETAINNI
97.296h
79.7521
THFTA(I'o1f')=
THFTA(NI»)=
75.70'10
31. 514-'
PO
PM
.1690
.513'1
PlL
PMN
• 549'J
.':>1,04
PMI_
f'NN
.')tl':>2
.')U62
NORMAL STRESSES AT L,M,N
TANGENTIAL STRESSES AT L,M,N=
.20 At
-.131,0
.IHl'14
.OOtib
***GEUMETRIC PARAMETERS***
CENTI:R Of' INSTANTANEllUS IUJrIlTIllN---
TRA IL ING SP IRAL P[llE---
lEAnING SPIRAL POlE---
HI EIJRCAT InN PIJ I~IT---
LEAOIN(; EI1GE---
lEAnING SPIKAI_ CflURIJINATES---
TRAILING EOGE---
TRAILING SPIRAI_ COORDINATES---
XR =
XPl=
Xf'2=
XM =
XL =
XM l=
X~I =
XMN=
O.IHlUU
-.6W,u
-1,.0214
-4.1411
-6.H3YY
-7.2':>12
.OYU4
.'1671
lR =
If'l=
LP2=
LM =
lL =
LMI =
LN =
lMN=
14.4UDD
11.71tJ7
R.072':>
15.454R
14.4042
17.7234
1').99'17
20.R4'1l
)( I I L )= 115. 30 R6 Xl (N)= H9.h702
***VERTICAL REACTION***
WKPL= -7.104R WKGL=
WKPT= -'J.2000 WKGT=
.494R WKSL= -10.2HtlO TflTAI_ '_EAIlI~IG = -;U.HYHO
1.3934 WKST= -29.50til TllTAl TKAILlNI;= -37.3141,
***HOKIZONTAL REACTION***
HKPL= 11.5H36 HKL
HKPT= -11,.5940 HKT
.7605
4.249fl
***MOMtNTS***
TIJTA'_ U,AIlINb = 12.34'> 1
TOTAL TRAILING= -12.344l
MGL
MGT
-:>'.6164 MSL
-1.76')4 MST
120.1449 MPL =-136.')276 TOTAL LEAniNG = -IY.Y991
-75.9649 MPT = 301.4H30 TnTAL TKAIlING= 223.7532
TOTAL TOROUE 203.7541 LR-INCHES
.235R
78.17UU KG-MfTE~S
O.OUUO
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Table 3. Ga. Wheel performance for Apollo LHV for SM 105 and sk O. 90 (lowe r bound)
W,P,XIIM),SK =
ALPHA ,GAMMA ,PHI ,C
R,K =
AO.OOOO
0.0000
0.0000
.0 I (lU
IA.OOOn
1 U4. '1'1'1'1
~2. '1'1'1'1
IU.uUUU
.'JO()()
• ()~ uu
***STRFSS PARAMFTFRS***
THFTAILnp)= I~A.1713 THt r A ( L'_ I' ) = ll'1.7H95 THUAIMP)= 75.7U'16
THFTAIM) 132.7096 THFTAINNl 46.?3tl7 THFTAIWI)= 24.44H2
PU .lh90 PLL • 3R5 7 1-'''1'_ .4642
PM .427 H PMN .3715 I-'f'l~1 .271U
N(JRMAL SfRf:':>SFS AT I_,M,N
TANGENTIAL STRtSSFS AT L,M,N=
.09 HI>
.OOlO
• 5iLn
• UU64
• I?U 1
.12HU
CFNTi=R 11>-' INSrANTANF:IJIJS RllTATIllN---
TRAIUNG SPIRAL PIILF---
'JAilING SPIRAI_ PI1U'---
K I FIJI{C AT JrlN PIJ! NT---
'JAn INC; FIl(;E---
LFAnING SD IRAL CIIINI1]'~ATFS-­
TRA I LING ['11(;F---
TRAILING SPIRA'_ CI)(IRIJINATFS---
XH =
XPI=
x 1'2=
XM =
XL =
XM L=
XN =
XM l'l=
u.uuuu
-.6 H5 U
-6.un4
-4.1411
-i). 9HU I
-12.259U
3.1211
H. 70~ 'I
ltl =
If'l=
lP2=
1M =
lL =
lMI_ =
IN =
lMN=
14.4UllU
I I • 7 101
H.0725
1~.454H
1,.?4IH
IH.Y6H5
1~.6YI4
?1.~16H
XI IN) = 7H. 1? '1U
,":":' VER T I CA ,_ R t::AC T I liN':' ':":'
WKPL= -3.A413 WKGL=
WKPT= -.19H7 'NKGT=
2.1766 WKSL= -7h. 1 ,74 TflTAI_ 'Jt.flIN(, = -27.HU2U
4. 4 Y13 WKS T= -, b. "I I H TIIT i\ L T I{ fd LI ~Il, = - ; 2 • U 1n?
"''':'Hf)R I111NTAL REACT [11N':"'"
HKPL= 19.0737 HKL
HKPT= -17.0bH7 HKT
R. ';5fl4
-10.3634
TIlT A,_ 'J A11 I N(, =
TllTlIl_ ri'AI'_I~!(;=
n .4322
-21.4;,'/
MGL
~1C; T
-A.hbI7 MSL
9.4tJO'> MST
Ihh.~tJ~2 MPL =-21, i. HHI '> Tfl1 AI_ '_rAI1INI, = -I U!.tJ4rlU
74.?tJ04 MPT =HH.7h03 TrlTl\L Ti'fIlUNI,= 352.~412
60
HIT II L H1ROlJ r
FM,FP, • 2H 30
'n.HI6l. KC;-MHFi'S
O.U()()()
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Table 4.1. Wheel performance for Lunokhod-l for ~M llZ and sk ~ 0.80 (upper bound)
\-f,P,XIIM1,SK =
ALPHA,GAMMA,PHI,C
R ,K =
35.0000
n.nnon
n.[)ono
.0lno
In .o[)no
Ill.9YYY
--\2.99YY
".50UU
.BOOO
.0500
THFTA(Lnp)= 155.R434 THETAILlP)= 107.1>2H3 THF TA I Mf' ) = 7) .241>9
THFTAIMI 12!1.24f,Y TH ~ rA( NN I htJ.~f,72 IHFTA(~II]I= 24.46B;.>
PI)
.11090 Pl'_ .')f)43 f'Ml .54H4
PM .5Y·5 P MI\! .5127 f'~I\1 .45Y4
NORMAL STRESSES AT l,M,N
TANGENTIAL ST~ESSES AT L,M,N=
• 1 Yo 9
-.1447
.7124
.12U7
.3H43
.2502
***GFUMETRIC PARAMFfERS***
CFNTFR flF INSTANTANFlJlJS RfJTATIUN---
TRaILING SPI~aL POLE---
LFAnlNG SPIRAL POLE---
fJ IFIJRCAT jrlN PD INT---
LFADING FnGI::---
LFllnlNf; SPIRAL CfJnRIJI'\IAHS---
TRAILING FIJGF---
TRAIUNG SPI~AL ClllJRUINATF:S---
X8 =
Xf'I=
Xf'2=
XM =
XI =
XMI_=
X" =
XMN=
U.OOUU
-.HZ,:>Y
-'>.271Y
-3.746U
-h.lMUI
- I. 321 1
• H9H,'
;'>.5h'.2
LK =
If' 1 =
1 P2 =
LM =
ZL =
LNL=
IN =
I MI~=
tJ.OUUO
'> .'01072
4.9247
9.27IH
7.H773
1l.532 'J
9.Y~Y"
14.2034
XIIL)= 128.0;'>58 X I 1,\1) =
WKPL= -3.4992 WKGL=
WKPT= -3.25hl WKGT=
.3B96 WKSI_= -]0.1,1,'11 TII1AL LH\IiI~I(, =
.91')10 WKS T= -IH. Y917 TUT AL fRA 11_ I 1\1 \, =
-13.'I7HI
-/1.332:\
HK PI_ =
HKPT=
MGt
MGT
fl.7H4M HKL
-9.7117 HKT
-1.Y4hO MSL
-.3179 M5T
1.29Y3
-.3722
70.IU45 Mf'L
-31.3B2'7 MPT
Till Al U-AI)]hll, =
TilT AI_ TRA II_I~II,=
-hl,Hh311 TI1TAL LFAIJI~IG =
11;.021~ TOTAL TRAILING=
IU .I)H 3Y
-11I.lIB3'!
h.2Y53
KO.3~OH
TIHAL TnRGUI:: Rh.6lhl L~-INCHFS = 11.'!751 K(;-Mf'fEKS
IJ.OlllllJ
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Table 4. lao Wheel performance for Lunokhod-l for SM
""""1 NPIJT PARAMFTFRS""""
112 and sk 0.80 (lower bound)
W,P,XIIMj,SK =
ALPHA,GAMMA,PHI,C
R.R =
35.0000
0.0000
0.0000
.0100
10.nOOIl
111.99~~
32.~99Y
6.':>000
.HOOlJ
.lJ50lJ
***STRESS PARA~FfERS***
THFTAILOP)= IRR.n952
THFTA(MJ 12R.24A~
THET A( LU' ) = I 4':> • 0 114 H
THE fA INN) 23.3997
THFTA(MP)=
THOA I NIl J =
71. 2469
-2.5HI5
PO
PM
.16~O
.4H12
.4490
.3H95
• ':> 34 7
.3047
NORMAL STRESSES AT L,M,N
TANGFNTIA~ STR~SSFS AT L,M,N=
.6426
.IOHI
.1371>
.13'13
CE~'TFR OF INSTANTANFUUS RIlTATIIIN---
TRAILING SPIRAL POLE---
LEAniNG SPIRAL POLE---
RIFlJRCATI11N PIJINT---
LFAnlNG f'flGE---
LEAniNG SPIRAL cunRnINATES---
TRA I LING F[)(;F---
TRi\I'_ING SPIRA,_ ((lORUrNATES---
XR =
XPI=
XP2=
XM =
X'_ =
XMI =
X~I =
XMN=
O.OOUU
-.H2':>Y
-5.221'1
-3.746U
-7.5514
-13.HYH4
':>.54?H
13.381U
ZH =
ZPI=
ZP2=
ZM =
ZL =
ZMI_ =
ZN =
ZMN=
H.OlJOlJ
':>.5672
4.9247
9.n1H
6.5556
10.9990
H.3232
11.7151
XIIU= 139.o37R XI IN) = 56.33H4
***VERTICAL REACTION***
WK P'_ =
WKPT=
4.6079 WKGL=
'i.0207 WKGT=
I.R160 WKSL= -20.7413 TOTAL LEAniNG = -14.3113
3.937') WKST= -2'1.')177 TOTAI_ TI{AILING= -20.AI94
HKPL= 17.n3R5 HKL
HKPT= -11.7633 HKT
12.3711
-17.6463
TOTAL LEADING = 29.40Y6
TOTAL TRAILING= -29.4lJ96
MGL
MGT
-3.1632 '~SL
IR.9RIR ~ST
117.':>277 MPL =-2nO.445Y TOTAL LEADING = -Hh.1314
-44.7006 MPT = 166.97'1':> TOTAL TI{AILING= 141.26lJ7
62
TO TAL TORQUE
FM,FT,
5').1293 LH-INCHFS =
.191>R
7 .An Y KG-METf'I{S
O.lJlJlJU
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Fig. 1. Typical failure pattern for driven rigid
wheelan a pack of aluminum rolls
UNDISTURBED
SURFACE
w(ro~
C(x = z =0)
u .
x,'
+z
Fig. 2.. Roller motion on sloping soil
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Fig. 3. Driven rigid roller 100% slip (sk 0,
V C = 0) on a pack of aluminum rolls
a
+ x ...------t----------;~-="'"'
ACTIVE ZONES
A
TRANSITION ZONE (MN)
Fig. 4. Soil-roller plastic flow configuration
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w(r~
+x ...--1~------__>--_~V-
• fiRST SLIPLINE AT M
VM
SECOND SLlPLINE AT M
+2
Fig. 5. Soil-roller rim-velocity boundary conditions (bifurcation of plastic zones)
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(0) STRESS PLANE
T
(b) PHYSICAL PLANE
+x
FIRST SLIPLINE
DIRECTION
8
SECOND
SLlPLlNE
Tr ;
/L=r2"
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Fig. 6. LiIniting stress state
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Fig. 7. Limit position of leading pole (sk 0)
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Fig, 8. Locus of leading and trailing spiral poll's
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Fig. 9. Locus of trailing polt's II for varying ~M and sk
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Fig. 10. Soil-roller interface velocities
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Fig. 11. Soil-roller free body equilibrium
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Fig. 12. Stresses along sliplines (active "ones)
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Fig, 13. LiITliting slipline directions at leading and trailing zones
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Fig. 14. Roller sinkage
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